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Dr. F. V. Owen, In 
charge of sugar 
crop investigations 
Personnel of the new U. S. Department of Agriculture ~rops Research Building: Bottom row, left to right, Joan 
Larsen, Afton Jenkins, Jewel Seamons, Barrie Thorne, Gladys Nichol, secretaries; Dr. M. W. Pedersen, alfalfa 
investigations; President Chene; Dr. D. W. Thorne, director of the Agricllitural Experiment Station. Second row, 
Dr. A. C. HIIII, Jr., range seeding research; E. C. Jorgensen, nematology; A. T. Bleak, range seeding research; 
Earl Ottley, statistical assistant, sligar plant research; Dr. John W. Carlson, alfalfa and clover investigations. 
Third row, Dr. DOllglas R. Dewey, grass breeding; Fred Wilkinson, agricultural research technician, grass breed-
ing; C. H. Smith, sugar crop research; L. D. Silver, technical aid, oil crop investigations; Lee Urie, agricultllral 
research technician, oil crop investigations,· Allen Taylor, agricllltll,al aid, alfalfa investigations; G. K. Ryser, 
sugar crop investigations. Fourth row, Dr. W. J. Apt, nematology; Dr. L. N. Leininger, oil crop investigations; 
Myron Stout, sugar crop investigations; Dr. D. E. Zimmer, oil crop investigations; L. W. Eyre, greenhouse fore-
man, sugar crop investigations; Clarence Austin, agricultural research technician, alfalfa investigations. Absent 
when the picture was taken, Doris Reeder, administrative assistant; Dee Turner, agricultural research technician, 
sugar crop investigations. 
ce te 
THE new U. . Department of gricultur rop Research 
Laboratory, 10 at d on the ea t-
ern fringe of the Utah State Cam-
pus, now house cooperative 
research inve tigation in forag , 
range, gra breeding, sugar crop , 
oil seeds, and nematology. Twenty-
fi technical and research per-
onnel now have office and r -
earch laboratories in the building. 
The Tobacco and ugar Crop 
Branch and the ematology 
Branch were moved to Logan from 
Salt Lake City. R search rs in 
forage and range and oil seed 
crop moved from other parts of 
the campus. 
foney for the building was ap-
proved by Congress and building 
wa be un in June, 1960. The build-
ing will be d dicat d with appro-
priate ceremoni October 26, 1961. 
The building ha office and labora-
tory pac , a garage work building, 
and two gre nhouses. The struc-
( Continued on pagg 85) 
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ILIE F 
OTTO RIETHMANN 
LILIES are the most noble and e qui ite of flower . They are 
little known and neglect d in our 
ard n with the ception of the 
Madonna, Tiger, and Candlestick 
lili . In the mind of mo t p ople, 
lili are unpredictabl , requiring 
p cial cultural tr atm nts. They 
r nthu ia tically admir d in an 
id al gard n tting when well 
tabli h d, but there is afar that 
th will declin arly and will di 
out in a few year . 
any arieti are poorly adapt-
d to our we t rn gardens. n 
incr ing numb r of n w intro-
ductions, ho ev r, ar asy to 
grow. any of them combin 
b auty with gr at vigor and th 
hould have a p rmanent place in 
our garden . During the pa t d c-
de lily hybridization has be n 
mo t ucc ful in improvin 
ono RIETHMANN has charge of the work 
in floriculture at the Utah Station. An hnM 
in the variety te,ting program were donated 
by Jan de GraH, Oregon Bulb Farm, Gresham, 
and Edgar L Kleine, lily Bulbs and Seed. 
lake GroYe, Oregon. 
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WESTER 
daptability well as incr a d 
igor. The impro ed line are 
propagated a clones or their 
prog ni are elected from thou-
ands of e dling and old as 
train . Lilies are clas med in the 
following typ s: cup haped, trum-
pet, Turk' cup or martagons, and 
wide open outward facing type. 
De cription of orne hybrids 
The Bellingham hybrid ar th 
r ult of cro s pollination between 
variou pe i of American lilie . 
The Fiesta hybrids were developed 
from the Pr ston hybrids which 
originated in Canada and have as 
their par ntage a cro between a 
Lilium dauricum eedling and 
Lilium davidi. To improve their 
color range, cros were made 
with Lilium amabile and mabile 
luteum. The id-C ntury hybrids 
originated from hybrids of tiger 
Hlie and L. hellandicum the 
candlestick lily. Both parents are 
known for their hardiness. The 
Olympic hybrid lilies, which have 
great potential, are the product of 
num rou intercrosses and back-
cro betwe n various trumpet 
lilie and th ntinuou I tion of 
GARDE 
th prog ni. w color afld im-
prov d form ha b n achi ved 
mainly with variou varieties 
from China, especially L. sargsn-
tiae and sulphureum. The Green 
ountain hybrids also came from 
the above combinations and have 
hown con iderable promise in our 
flow r trials. The urelian hybrid 
originated in France by crossing 
trump t lilies with the Turk's cup 
flower d Lilium henryi. Before 
this a imilar cro ucceeded in 
the Royal Botanical Garden at 
Kew, England but the line were 
10 t. This cro s h shown more 
promise than mo t of the others 
and has r ulted in many entirely 
n w form and olor. Golden 
larion and urelian unbur t ar 
selection from this cro s. The 
Regal lily ha been one of our 
rno t popular trumpet lilies. It ii 
easy to grow and propagate. It 
was discovered together with the 
Lilium argentiae in China in 1903. 
These two, together with the sul-
phur lily imported from Bunna 
and the Chinese White lily, Lilium 
leucanthum, were th arly build-
ing blo k of the new trumpet 
lilie . The beautiful white trumpet 
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lily, Lilium princeps, now named 
L.x imperiale, is a hybrid between 
L. regale and L. sargentiae. This 
lily has just been added to our 
trials, but it has been grown suc-
cessfully in other Utah gardens. 
Lily variety trials at 
Farmington 
Testing of various species and 
hybrids of lilies began at the Farm-
ington Field Station in the fall of 
1954 with a planting of 28 varieties. 
Additions of 9 varieties were made 
in 1957 and 17 in 1958. The lilies 
W8re planted 2 x 3 feet apart in 
open-field culture in a sandy, 
gravely loam soil with good drain-
age. Every spring the lilies re-
ceived a new mulching of coarse 
compost and fertilizer in a combi-
nation of 10 percent nitrogen to 20 
percent phosphate. 
Variety testing 
The rate of growth and flower-
ing of the various varieties during 
a period of five years for the first 
planting and two years for the 
later planting are shown in table 1. 
Information is given on height, 
the number of flower stalks, and 
the number of flowers produced 
by each plant, also the frost resis-
tance. The figures are the averages 
from three to twelve plants. Variety 
testing has provided information 
on adaptability of the varieties to 
our area. The trials will be con-
tinued and new varieties will be 
added as they become available. 
Jillian Wallace, JauricumWil-
soni, and Martagon have never 
grown satisfactorily; they declined 
early and disappeared. Parade, 
Golden Chalice, and Enchantment 
weakened in the third and fourth 
years. The young bulbs, which 
were produced in large numbers, 
did not grow to the size of the 
mother bulb. Stems were weak 
wi th few or no flowers. Others 
such as Harmony, Pagoda, and 
Valencia produced bulbs of normal 
size and continued to bloom. Bel-
lingham hybrids produced so many 
new bulbs that the bulbs could 
not develop to normal size because 
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Table 1. Growth ond flowering of lily varieties, 1956-1959 
Height 
Variety in inches 
1956 1959 
Afterglow* 40 
Aurelian Sunburst hybrids 63 50 
Bellingham hybrids 57 46 
Croesus* 26 
Felicity * 35 
Fiesto hybrids 26 45 
Golden Chalice hybrids 28 12 
Golden Clarion hybrids 42 
Golden Harvest hybrids 54 48 
Green Mountain hybrids 44 46 
Hansoni 28 
Henryi 42 50 
Maxwell 40 
Mid.Century hybrids 
Enchantment 38 12 
Harmony 29 30 
Joan Evans 25 
Pagoda 31 27 
Parade 24 
Tangelo 30 23 
Valencia 28 24 
Olympic hybrids 46 
Sulphureum hybrids 42 
Viking 58 53 
*Two years 
of the crowded conditions. This 
resulted in decreased growth and 
flowering. Separation and new 
planting of this variety must be 
made more often. Fiesta hybrids 
made little improvement the first 
two years, but gained good vigor 
after the third year. Aurelian Sun-
burst, Green Mountain, and Olym-
pic hybrids, Viking, Regale Album, 
and Joan Evans grew well in the 
trials. They produced a substan-
tial number of large bulbs which 
resulted in the development of 
good flowers. These results are 
presented in table 2. 
Increase of bulbs 
The harvested bulbs were sorted 
into large, medium, and small size. 
Because of the great differences in 
bulb size between varieties, the 
arrangement in groups in table 2 
may not do justice in all case ) 
but when this information is used 
along with the bulb weight and 
the number ,Of flowers listed in 
table 1, a fairly good determina-
tion of the variety performance can 
be made. The bulbs classified as 
'1arge" will generally pr'oduce ex-
cellent flowers the following year. 
The "medium" bulbs may produce 
No. flowers No. flower stalks Late 
per plant per plant spring 
frost 
1956 1959 1956 1959 resistance 
23 4 foir to good 
30 65 2 11 fair 
47 120 5 36 fair 
11 2 good 
32 4 good 
6 75 1-2 10 good 
13 20 3 6 good 
8 1 fair to good 
21 24 7 fair 
10 88 1·2 9 poor 
5 1·2 good 
8 18 1-2 2-3 fair 
51 7 good 
37 4 6 2 good 
18 63 4 15 fair 
54 23 good 
16 22 8 8 good 
44 10 good 
38 18 6 9 good 
19 41 9 9 good 
50 7 poor 
5 fair 
27 30 2·3 good 
flowers, but in a smaller number 
the first year after planting or in 
some cases may not bloom until 
the second summer. The "smalf' 
bulbs may not develop to flowering 
size in the home garden. It will 
depend on the vigor of the variety 
FARM 
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Irrigated grain provides 
good spring forage 
June 17 regrowth of Alpine 
barley following May grazing 
AS SUPPLEMENTAL PASTURE 
FOR SHEEP 
They add stability to the spring forage supply 
and provide flexibility to the livestock operation 
PHI L R. 0 G DEN and DAR R ELL H. MAT THE W S 
I RRIGATED fall grains can add stability to the spring forage 
supply for livestock and provide a 
livestock-farming operation with 
flexibility to meet fluctuating wa-
ter supplies. These are observations 
from the use of fall-planted bar-
ley, wheat, and rye at the Live-
stock and Range Field Station at 
Cedar City. 
Early fall seeding often 
makes fall grazing possible 
We have obtained good grain 
stands from planting fall barley 
or wheat during late August and 
early September. Our procedure 
has been to prepare the ground 
during the summer and when the 
FOR SEPTEMBER 1961 
pressure for pump irrigation water 
lets up in the fall, to use this 
water to establish the grain. We 
do this by irrigating the land and 
then following the irrigation as 
soon as possible with a light disk-
ing and harrowing. We then plant 
into the damp seedbed. The Cedar 
City area normally has a dry Sep-
tember and without preirrigation 
the success of fall plantings has 
been poor. 
• 
PHIL R. OGDEN is assistant professor of 
range management and DARRELL H. MAT. 
THEWS is associate professor of animal hus-
bandry at the College of Southern Utah at 
Cedar City where much of the range sheep 
research is conduded. 
If the grain is planted early 
enough, and weather conditions 
are good, some fall grazing may be 
realized from the planting the first 
fall. This was true of wheat planted 
in the fall of 1956. Grazing and 
forage production records of this 
wheat planted during late August 
of 1956 illustrate the return one 
might realize from grazing the 
grain. The wheat furnished some 
fall pasture for sheep the first year 
it was planted. In the spring of 
1957, the wheat was grazed be-
ginning May 4. Enough sheep 
were put on the field that 90 per-
cent of the grain had been used 
by June 4. The weight gains of 
(Continued on page 81) 
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A Way to Venion 
The 100,000 deer killed annually in Utah yield a dressed weight of an 
estimated ten and a half million pounds of meat. This is an important 
resou ree to the people of the state 
GRACE J. SMITH, ETHELWYN B. WILCOX, JESSOP B. LOW 
N EARLY 100,000 deer have been killed annually in Utah for 
the last ten years, according to the 
Utah State Fish and Game De-
partment. In 1960 this figure 
reached the high point of 130,946 
deer. In terms of dressed weight 
these deer would yield an esti-
mated ten and haH million pounds 
of meat. This meat represents an 
important resource to the people 
of the state. For this reason studies 
have been made to determine the 
best methods of field care, preser-
vation, and cooking of venison. 
Field care of meat 
Tenderness, juiciness, and flavor 
and acceptability of venison are 
not affected by the washing and 
cooling of the meat if careful field 
care is taken after the animal is 
killed. Studies were first conducted 
on the meat from three deer, two 
raised in captivity since fawns 
and the third killed in the wild 
during a late November hunt. The 
first two deer were killed at the 
abattoir and handled the same as 
domestic animals. The third was 
cleaBed, dressed, cooled, and 
transported home, but it received 
no special treatment such as wash-
ing or immediate skinning. All 
animals were aged approximately 
• 
GRACE J. SMITH received her M. S. deg," in 
foods and nutrition in June from USU. This 
article is based on her research. DR. ETHEL-
WYN B. WILCOX is professor of foods and 
nutrition. DR. JESSOP B. LOW is in charge of 
the Utah Wildlife Research Unit at USU which 
is cooperative with the U. S. Bureau of Sport 
Fisheries and Wildlife, the State Department 
of Fish and Game, and the Wildlife Manas. 
ment Institutes. 
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two weeks before the meat was 
frozen. 
In a later study, the meat of 31 
yearling deer from the Cache deer 
herd was carefully cleaned and 
dressed. Variations were then 
made in the treatment of the car-
cass: (1) immediate cooling in the 
field compared to later cooling af-
ter transporting the warm carcass; 
( 2 ) washing carcass in the field 
compared to nonwashing; and (3) 
variation in the aging period. 
Cooking procedures 
Because venison has little fat in 
the muscle tissue, a moist heat 
method of cooking was used in 
preparing the meat for judging. 
Unseasoned roasts were placed in 
pans containing heavy aluminum 
foil, which was left open in a 
4250 F. oven for 20 minut . The 
foil was then wrapped firmly 
around the meat and the oven 
turned to 3250 F. until an internal 
temperature of 1750 F. was 
reached. Meat was cooled for a 
half hour before opening and cut-
ting. 
Tests were made on rump, 
shoulder, loin, and leg roasts. 
When compared with beef roast, 
judges were unable to distinguish 
which samples were beef. Re-
stricted activity and controlled 
diet of the two deer in the first 
study did not appear to improve 
the meat. Aging of the venison 
for two weeks resulted in more 
tender meat from all roasts except 
the loin which was most tender 
when aged for one week. Aging 
for a period longer than two 
weeks produced a fine texture 
which judges found not a desir-
able as meat aged for two weeks. 
Flavor preference was shown for 
female over male deer for all ex-
cept leg roasts. Tenderness scores 
were best for roasts from the fe-
male deer with the exception of 
shoulder roasts. 
Quality of venison fat 
Qualitie of venison fat were 
investigated by making a compari-
son of three fats, beef suet, pork 
fat, and venison fat, each com-
bined at three levels with ground 
lean venison. One half pound, one 
pound, and one and one half 
pounds of fat were used to five 
pounds of lean meat. The ground 
meat was frozen and stored for 
two diHerent periods, eight weeks 
and six months. The meat was then 
tested for tenderness, juiciness, 
flavor and acceptability, and ran-
cidity of fat. 
Tenderness was improved by th 
addition of each kind of fat and 
this increased as the level of fat 
increased ( fig. 1) . The longer 
period of frozen storage increased 
the tenderness. Pork fat gave more 
juiciness to the meat but showed 
a higher rancidity test. However, 
in six months of storage the ran-
cidity had not reached the level 
where all judges could detect it. 
Beef and venison fat had much 
lower rancidity numbers than 
pork ( fig. 2) . Be f showed th 
most rapid increase in rancidity 
during the period of time the meat 
was in frozen storage. 
Flavor scores were close for 
each kind of fat and lean meat 
mixture at both periods of stora e. 
This showed that venison fat did 
not contribute an undesirabl 
FARM AND HOME SCIENCE 
flavor to the meat. This study did 
not upport the notion that veni-
son fat is objectionabl and must 
be di carded. 
It made little difference wh ther 
the m at was frozen, refrig rator-
thaw d or thawed to room tem-
perature at the time it wa plac d 
in th oven. 
Degree of doneness 
Dryn in venison i r lated to 
overcooking. Thick round teaks 
were cooked to a rare, m dium 
well-don and well-done stage to 
b rv th ffect on the palata-
bility of the meat. As the int.emal 
t mp ra ture of the meat incr a ed, 
the t nd me and juicin s de-
cr a d harply. Juicin s W 
(Continued on page 4) 
Fig. 1 (Upper) EHect .of level of fat on tend erne .. 
(low .eore indicate. more tender) 
Upper picture, Me.t il placed in open 
foil 01 cooking beginl 
Low fat, 12 lb. fat to 5 lb •• lean, 
medium, 1 lb. fat, and high, 
1 ~ Ibl. fat to 5 lb •. lean 
Fig. 2. (Lower) EHect of storage and kind of fot 
on peroxide number. Peroxide number 
indicate. rancidity 
11) 
"'0 
C 
:J 
o 
a. 
10 
9 
none 
L 
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low md hi h 
el of fat 
Storog 
6 man s = 
5 days = 
Lower, Meat il wrapped in foil after 
lea ring il compl.ted 
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TURKEY IN PUBLIC EATING PLACES 
E. BOYD WENNERGREN 
I RECENT years, much of the pro-motion for greater use of turkey 
has been directed at influencing 
household consumption. Public 
eating places also offer a potential 
market for increased u e of turkey. 
The higher tempo of living and 
the rising disposable incomes are 
among the factors which have 
expanded the use of p blic eating 
64 
places. For example, in Utah dur-
ing 1958, $56 million in sales vol-
ume was transacted by 1350 public 
eating establishments. This repre-
sented an increase of 24 percent 
over the sales volume recorded in 
1954. The importance of turkey in 
these sales is unknown; however 
these establishments offer excellent 
opportunities for making turkey 
available to con umers in a variety 
of appealing dishes. In addition, 
1) Approximately three fourths of 
117 public eating places In Utah'l 
flYe major dtiel had .. rved turkey 
during the preceding year. Small res-
taurants most commonly did not .. rve 
turkey. Th ... smaller reltaurants were 
handicapped by lack of preparation 
fadlitl.. to handle the prelent type 
turkey products. 
2) Lack of Ito rage facilities do not 
.. em of great importance in reltriding 
u.. of turkey. The Itorage fundion 
has been assumed by lupplien which 
permits restaurantl to purcha.. on an 
lias needed" bOlis. Howeyer, this 
method reduces their ability to take 
adyantage of fayoroble price litua-
tions by maleing quantity purchalel. 
It may, howeyer, inlur. conlumen of 
a better quality meat through more 
adequate storage facilitiel. 
3) High preparation COlts restrid 
u.. In many restaurants. Information 
on .Hicient preparation procedures 
plu. new products may alleyiate this. 
Reliable data on the cost of preparing 
and .. rving turkey would establish a 
sound economic basis for pricing 
meals. 
4) Use of turkey in restaurants is 
sub jed to lOme .. asonal yoriations. 
Most of the variation is found between 
the fall holiday MalOn and the two 
months immediately following. Accord-
ing to operaton ullng turleey, fludua-
tion in conlumer demand il the most 
important restriction on the use of 
turkey in restaurants. 
5) Prices of turkey meall were higher 
than for beef and pork meall and 
clo .. 1y approximated menu prices for 
chicken. 
• 
DR. E. BOYD WENNENGREN is assistant pro-
fessor of agricultural economics. More detail 
on the study reported here can be obtained 
from Bunetin 427, Use of turkey in Utah's 
public eating places. A copy of this publi-
cation will be sent free on request. 
Big birds, 20 pounds and over, are e"'pecially popular 
in restaurants, since they hold down overhead costs 
in cooking and preparation, and 'also sell at a premium 
This restaurant feature", a series of turkey items 
on its menu daily. It will use as high as 50,000 
pounds of turkey annually 
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restaurants are in a position to use 
and promote turkey throughout the 
entire year. 
How extensive is the present use 
of turkey in Utah restaurants? 
What factors limit its use? Is res-
taurant use subject to seasonal 
fluctuations? What type and grade 
of turkeys do restaurants use? How 
do prices of turkey meals compare 
with prices of other meats? Inves-
tigation of these and other ques-
tions was the purpose of a study 
of 117 restaurants in Utah's 5 major 
cities conducted late in 1959. In 
addition, the major meat packers 
in these areas who supply turkey to 
restaurants were also interviewed. 
Turkey use in restaurants 
Turkey had been used by most 
of these restaurants during the 12 
months preceding the interview 
(table 1). Seventy-three percent 
indicated some turkey had been 
used during this period. Those 
who did not use it were the 
smaller restaurants and drug store 
counters. 
Seasonality of use 
Not all of the restaurants offering 
turkey used it the year around 
(table 1). In 20 percent of the 
restaurants use of turkey was dis-
continued during certain seasons. 
ifty-three p rcent used turkey the 
year around; however, the amounts 
used by some of these restaurants 
were reduced during part of the 
year (fig. 1). 
Turkey use during October, No-
vember, and December was sea-
sonally high, reaching a peak of 
13.9 percent of the year's total in 
both November and December. 
January to May usage was below 
the annual average, particularly in 
January and February. 
Grade C birds were most com-
monly used making 46 percent of 
the total, while grades A and B 
represented 29 percent and 25 per-
cent, respectively. Toms accounted 
for 91 percent of the total used. 
Reasons for not using turkey 
Reasons for not using turkey 
(Continued on page 82) 
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12 
10 
8 
6 
4 
2 
0 
GRADE C 
GRADE B 
GRADE A 
6 5 01 6.90/0 6.3% . '0 
13.9% 13.9% 
9.9% 
JAN. FEB. MAR. APR . MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. 
Fig. 1. Percent turkey used in Utah restaurants during a twelve month period, August 1958 
-July 1959, by grade. Sales invoices of maior Utah turkey suppliers 
Lack preparation facilities 32% 
Umited menu 28% 
Specialty house 18% 
No demand 10% 
Low profit 2% 
• SMALL 
MEDIUM 
LARGE Dislike frozen turkey 2 % 
Plan to use in future 8% 
4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 
Fig. 2. Reasons given by operators for no ..... se of turkey by various sized restaurants, 
32 restaurants, Utah, 1959 
Factors 
Seasonal demand 
High cost of preparation, 
low profit 
Limited menu 
Specialty menu 
Lacks storage 
Likes ta maintain variety 
Owner unaware of 
turkey potential 
Dries out too rapidly 
t===~~_ 22% 
t===-~_ 18% 
r--.------I 10% 
4% 
3% 
3% 
2% 
c:=::J USE TURKEY YEAR AROUND 
~ USE TURKEY SEASONALLY 
4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 
Fig. 3. Factors given by operators as limiting the use of turkey In restaurants, 85 restaurants, 
Utah, 1959 
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The trail of a 
snow surveyor 
Deep snow drifts yield 
late .ummer water 
A deep drift on a high wind swept ridge. 
Can drifting be managed to increase 
late summer streamflow? 
River. of .now yield river. of waNr 
When the snow begins to melt, the 
snow reservoir yields its water. 
Photographs by Bert Allen and 
William Boley 
The " Trackmaster" snowmobile must 
perform in all kinds of country on the 
way to and from the snow fields 
many uses of 
SNOW 
SURVEY 
DATA 
CLEVE H . MILLIG A N 
I y ar of xtr m dr ught, uch a th pr nt, ryone b m 
mor awar of th valu of wat r 
and the r lations b tw n now in 
th m ntain and wat r in the 
streams. In Utah most our sum-
m r wat r upply m fr m m !t-
in n w on mountain wat r h d . 
f th ac umulation of now during 
wint r m nth is gr at then th 
umm r tr amR w will probably 
b ampl. TIl re may ev n be a 
urplu f runoff whi h an b 
tored in r rvoirs for u e in future 
drought p riod. On th oth r 
hand, wh n the accumulation of 
now icon iderably blow n rmal 
th tr amflow is al 0 b low nor-
m 1, and dr ught may c ur p-
cially on streams with no holdover 
storage. Recognizing these simple 
facts, J. E. Church as early a 
1909, developed snow surveying 
equipment and procedures as a 
basis for forecasting summer 
streamflow. Since these early fforts 
f Dr. Church, improved snow ur-
veying and str amHow forecasting 
t chniques and equipment hav 
b n dev loped and are in u e in all 
of the Western States. 
Development of snow 
surveying in Utah 
The U. S. Weather Bureau and 
Salt Lake City initiated some snow 
surveys in the Wasatch Mountain 
Range of Utah as early as 1911. 
Measurements of snow depth were 
made previous to this, but these 
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Fig. 1. Snow-cover-runoH relations for 
Logan River, 1931 
m asur ments did not include de-
termination of the water content 
of the snow. Subsequent correla-
tions behveen snow depth and 
streamflow were poor. Consequent-
ly, snow depth measurements alone 
were of little value in streamflow 
forecasting. 
Snow surveying in Utah, in which 
both the depth of snow and its wa-
ter content were measured, received 
its greatest impetus under the 
leadership of George D. Clyde of 
the Utah Agricultural Experiment 
Station. Measurements were first 
made in Spring Hollow and on 
Mount Logan in 1924. The snow 
survey network was rapidly ex-
panded to all of the major river 
systems in Utah until at the present 
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time measurements are being made 
on 140 different snow courses. As 
the snow course network was ex-
panded, several collaborators were 
brought into the program, including 
the U. S. Soil Conservation Service, 
Forest Service, Bureau of Reclama-
tion, ational Park Service, and 
Geological Survey, the Utah State 
Engineer, and several private or-
ganizations. 
In 1946 the operational phases of 
the snow survey program, which 
included the supervision of snow 
urveys, maintenance of the snow 
urvey stations, and computation 
and publication of the streamflow 
for casts were transferred to the 
U. S. Soil Conservation Service. 
Each month, beginning with Feb-
ruary 1 and ending with May 1, 
the Soil Conservation Service pub-
lishes snow urvey and water sup-
ply forecasts for the Utah, Bear, 
and Colorado River Basins. 
The U. S. Weather Bureau also 
publishes a monthly forecast of the 
water situation based on precipi-
tation, wind, and temperature 
data. 
The work of the Experiment Sta-
tion included not only the estab-
lishment of the snow survey 
network and the development of 
forecasting techniques, but also the 
development of improved equip-
m nt for making snow surveys. TIll 
includ d a light wight, aluminum 
snow sampler tube us d for cutting 
and collecting a core of snow at 
d signated r pre ntative sampling 
points on the snow survey course 
a tubular aluminum scale for 
weighing the snow core and for 
giving its water content directly in 
inches, and "snowmobiles" for 
transportation of snow surveyors in 
mountain areas. The snow sam-
pling equipment developed under 
the project has been adopted by the 
Soil Conservation Service for snow 
urv y m asurements in most of 
the Western States. The snowmo-
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CLEVE H. MILLIGAN is professor of irrigation 
engineering and head of the Department of 
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charge of the streamflow forecasting re-
search. 
bile, originally developed und r 
thi project, has been greatly im-
proved by the Utah Scientific Re-
earch Foundation, an affiliate of 
Utah State University, and will be 
manufactured on a commercial 
basis by Thiokol Company under 
the name "Trackmaster." The 
Trackmaster" is now being used by 
the U. S. Army in its Alaskan 
op rations. Thus the re ults of the 
snow survey research have b en 
far reaching. 
Streamflow forecasting 
relations 
In the early history of tr amflow 
forecasting, before sufficient data 
were available to develop a fore-
casting graph or equation, the wa-
ter content of the snow for the 
particular year of the forecast was 
xpressed as a percentage of the 
previous year, or as a percentage 
of the normal for the previous 
years. Then it was assumed that 
th runoff would be this same 
percentage of the runoff for the 
previous year or years of record. 
Sometimes the for casted volume 
f runoff was adjusted by judgment 
to allow for precipitation during the 
snow-melt period and after the last 
snow or for other factors which 
might, in the judgment of the fore-
caster, affect the predicted volume 
of runoff. 
As mor snow survey data were 
made available, for casters began 
to develop simple diagrams and 
mathematical equations to assist in 
the for cast (fig. 1). These simple 
relations, and the forecasts made 
from them, assumed the water con-
tent of the snow cover to be the 
predominant factor influencing the 
runoff. For many years this as-
sumption produced forecasts which 
were fairly accurate. However, as 
the number of years of record in-
creased this singl factor was 
demonstrated to be inadequate for 
predicting all years, although it is 
the factor of greatest importanc . 
So the search began to find oth r 
factors and methods for inclusion 
in the prediction relations. Some 
of these are the total rainfall dur-
(Continued on page 84) 
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AL liER ArriVES FOR SOIL BANK LANDS IN UTAH 
Grazing caHle 
Raising wheat 
Lea ing forage 
Substituting soil bank grazing for public land 
N . K . ROBERTS and LORIN E . HARRIS 
o 
• 
DR. N. KEITH ROBERTS is associate professor 
of agricultural economics. DR. LORIN E. HAR-
RIS is professor of animal husbandry. 
pr du tion. in m t f th 1 nd 
r dr farm 1 nd and m t of 
th farm wh at farm r 
n integrat d ranching op ra-
. n which ub titut grazin for 
r ti n f ding nd an nimal 
Livestock urazing 
r . 
ur 
an m-
pr -
riou 1 
ori inal in tm nt for con-
tructing a p rman nt four trand 
b rb wir fen n d r po t 
n rod apart is bout 165 p r 
Crested wheatgrass pastures provide exce llent spring and fall range. 
When land is reseeded, other grasses such as intermediate, pubescent. 
and tall wheatgrasses may be bette r adapted to lome 
conditions than crested wheatgrass 
100 rod. Depreciating $165 over 
20 y ar and charging 5 perc nt 
a y ar for maintenan give an 
annual f neing co t of $16.50 p r 
100 rods. 
Conditions are 0 variabl that 
uotin wat r d v lopm nt co t 
pr vid little help to the indi-
idual fanner. W 11 dev lopment 
n public land b n;ve n 1955 and 
1960 vari d from $1.50 to $12.50 
p r foot in well depth. Main-
t nance co ts also ari d on ider-
ably. In thi artic1 annual water 
d v lopm nt cost are a umed to 
b $100 per year, but each far-
m r will have to estimat hi own 
co ts. 
If th plant COy r i not ade-
quate, r n vation or n r d-
ing may be n c s ary b for gr z-
ing becom fea ibl. In their 
tudy,« ding Utah' rang , 
(Utah Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 423) 
Lloyd and Cook d velop d co t 
of re eeding with cr ted wh at-
gras . Their re ult have been mod-
ified to fit dry farm condition and 
amount to about $0.98 p r acr 
per year 0 er a 20 year amortiz d 
p riod. 
Livestock alternative 
Three typ of cattl op ration 
have been analyzed. 1 ) An inte-
grated ranch op ration wh r in a 
cover crop may provide a ranch r 
with much needed pring and fall 
grazing. 2) An animal purchase-
ales program wh re a farm r 
may buy animal to graze hi dry 
farm crop and then n them. Hi 
gro s b n fit would be th diff r-
ence b tw en hi total "''P ndi-
tur for the a ttl and hi total 
Under some conditions ra ising wheat 
may produce more income than 
g razing, under othe rs grazing may 
be more profitab le 
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r i pt from ale. 3) Laing soil 
bank fora e wherein a farm r may 
I a to a ranch r looking for 
prin r fall range. Hi fO 
b n fit would be the total lea 
f r c ived. 
To tim at gro con mic ben-
fit om phy ical data are n d-
d on livestock respon to the 
typ of forage availabl on oil 
bank lands. Studies on cre ted 
wh at r pa ture at B nmore 
pr vid d th e data (table 1). 
M drat u e permitted about 27 
animal units to graz 100 r 
pa tur ach pring and 12 ani-
mal unit again in the fall. Spring 
razing at th rat f 3.69 a r 
p r animal unit wa continuou 
from about April 20 to Jun 20. 
Fall grazing wa for about 48 days 
t th rat f .31 a res per animal 
unit. rest d wheat ra graz d at 
a m drat int n ity (60 t 65 p r-
c nt utilization) i e p ct d to 
maintain it 1£ for at I a t 25 Y ar 
b for eriou r n vation i nec -
ary. 
nimals on thi type of rang 
ain d an a · r g of 3.01 pound 
p r da per animal unit for tIle 
60 day pring period. Th gained 
1.05 pound in th fall during a 
4 day p riod. If th animal had 
b n ration f d during this tim 
th f d co t for the arne gain 
would ha amounted t b ut 
112 . 
Dry fa1'm wheat P1'oduction 
Utah tation onomi t , orri-
n and With r , ha e found that 
the per acr 0 t of producing 
wheat on north rn Utah dr farm 
durin 1959 wa $25.24. Yi Ids on 
th farm tudied av rag d about 
20 bu hel per acre. When priced 
at $1.80 per bushel, total receipt 
amounted to $36.00 an acre. t 
r turns are about $10.76 p r acr 
f wh at planted. If the abov 
wh at price and prod ction co t 
h ld a yi ld of about 14 bu h I 
would equate 0 t and 
Wheat vs. livestock 
any alt mativ could be 
nalyz d a price , cost, and 
yi Ids val·Y. Only a few will b 
pr ent d here. Farm rs are urged 
to put th ir particular price-co t-
yield situati n to a similar ana-
lytical t st bef re making a d ci-
ion to pI w up cover crop at the 
nd of oil bank ontract p riod . 
Alternative 1: Suppo a fann-
r-ran h r has 100 acr f w 11 
tabli h d cre t d wheatgra a 
a r ult of hi con rvation r erv 
program. 1 0 , uppo e that if h 
put it back into wheat, his allot-
m nt would only p rmit 50 acr 
f wheat p r year. The rest h 
would fallow. Hi per a 1'e wh at 
yields, pric , and co t ar th 
arne as tho e above. Thu hi 
net return for 50 acr of wheat 
would be about $538 per year 
r pre enting annual return for 
the whol 100 a re . 
He could u e the cr t d wh at-
gras for pring and fall grazing. 
Previously he has had to ration 
feed hi cattl during the per-
iod. Hi h rd compo ition and 
gain ar the am a tho e at Ben-
mor ( tabl 1 ). T produ e th 
am Ii t ck product that raz-
(Colltinu d on page 3) 
CLYDE E . STEWART 
FARMER frequ ntly a k, What farm resources do I need to 
make an ad quate incom? How 
much land, capital, and liv stock do 
I n d for a satisfactory lev 1 of 
living? What quantity and use of 
resourc s will give me an income 
comparable to incomes in nonfarm 
mployment? What combination 
of r sourc s is mo t ffici nt and 
will maximize profits? 
Th s and other qu tions have 
be n analyz d for grade A dairi 
on di v r m d irrigated farms in 
north rn Utah. The sp cm d 1 vels 
of arnings for th labor and man-
ag m nt of farm operators were s t 
at $2,500, $3 500, $4 500, and $5 500. 
Th s level s m t be in lin 
with th earning of nonfarm work-
rs and with the upward trend in 
iz of farm. 
Our main obj ctiv wa to d -
termine what organjzation and us 
of r sources would produce th 
four earning at lea t co t" in 
term of input . Thj typ of analy-
sis bould b helpful to p ople who 
ar 1) trying to improv tl1 ir arn-
ings through reorganizin th ir 
farm 2) cont mplating entry into 
• 
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Farm resources 
for pecific • Income 
levels 
Author discusses resources needed fo r various income 
levels on g rade A dairy fa rms in northern Utah 
farming, or 3) looking for m as-
ur to h lp in choo ing betw n 
farm and nonfarm ccupation. 
Farm bud d t ti-
important 
Sizes and types of farms 
Th s farm ari d in iz 
Value of resource 
b ginning farm r would n d 
from $70,000 to $95,000 of capital, 
or cr dit to buy and equip uch 
farm . Th av rag r d pr ciat d 
alu s of th r ourc for the four 
in orne 1 v I ran from $56,000 
for op rator arning of $2,500 to 
$80 000 for earnings f $5,500 (fig. 
1). Land and wat r ar th bigg t 
inv tm nt it m on th farm. At 
$425 P r acr , thi in tment i 
ab ut 55 p r nt of th av rag 
tot I in tm nts. In tm nt in 
bujlding and quipm nt (55 p r-
c nt of n W 0 t) ar r latively 
IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS 
1. Prices received are based on long-time price projections of the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture. The price of butterfat assumed is $1.20 per pound, or 
$4.32 per hundredweight, of 3.6 test milk. Sugar beeh are priced at $14.35 
per ton. 
2. Prices paid are 1959 prices. 
3. Capital charge is 5 percent. 
4. Land and irrigation water are priced at $425 per acre. Dairy cows are inventoried 
at $250 per head. 
5. Production per cow Is assumed to be 350 paunds butterfat. Alfalfa yield is 
4.5 tons per acre and sugar beet yield is 17.0 tons per acre. 
6. The operator il limited to 2,500 hours per year and family labor to 1,500 hours. 
7. Family lobar is charged at the hired wage rate of $1.25 per man-hour 
equivalent. 
8. Loole houling, a double-3 herringbone milking parlor, and pipeline milkers and 
tank are included for the dairy unit. 
9. Custom hire is assumed for major harvesting operation I. 
10. Labor per cow and replacements are baled on a range of 75 hours per cow 
unit (25-cow herd) to 65 hours per unit (45.cow herd). 
11. All forage is produced on the farm; in substance, this assumption determines 
the total number of acres of land. 
12. A residence is not included as part of the farm business. 
FARM AN D H O ME SCIENCE 
constant within this size range. New 
costs for buildings and equipment 
at 1959 prices would be from 
$31,000 to $35,000. 
Allocation of gross farm incomes 
The gross farm incomes go to 
many kinds of resources and to 
numerous people. Some of the 
main categories of claims to gross 
incomes are shown in fig. 2. Cash 
expenses and purchases of machin-
ery, building materials, and live-
stock represent funds that leave the 
farm. The operator gets returns for 
his labor and management and for 
whatever equity he has in the farm 
business. His family receives in-
come for their labor on the farm. 
Gross incomes ranged from $16,-
000 to $25,000 for the four income 
situations (fig. 2). This increase 
of $9,000 was necessary for an in-
crease of $3,000 in operator earnings 
( return to management and to 
2,500 hours of labor). Family and 
hired labor became increasingly 
important with size since the oper-
ator was restricted to 2,500 hours of 
labor, time somewhat comparable 
to that spent by nonfarm workers. 
Family and hired labor including 
custom work and contract hire in-
creased from $3,400 at the $2,500 
level to $5,529 at the $5,500 level. 
Sales of sugar beets amounted to 
about 23 percent of the gross in-
come on the smallest farm and 20 
percent on the largest farm. Grade 
A dairy farms without sugar beets 
or other cash crop enterprises show 
smaller net incomes in total and in 
terms of resources needed. Mecha-
nization of sugar beet operations 
apparently places this enterprise in 
a favorable position in conjunction 
i l7,839 
with livestock enterprises on irri-
gated farms. 
If the operator owns all of the 
farm resources, return to operator 
and family labor, management, and 
capital investment ranges from 
$6,815 to $11,387. The difference 
in these returns of $4,572 is more 
than half of the change in gross 
income. These amounts would be 
available for family living, invest-
ment, and savings after payment 
(Continued on page 85) 
$25,388 
$21,748 
$70,598 
$80,236 
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Fig. 1. Farm re.ource. needed for four level. of operator 
earningl, grade A dairy farm., northern Utah 
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NOWLEDGE of the amount of 
water that can be retained 
by the soil and later removed by 
growing crops to satisfy their need~ 
is essential to planning irrigation 
systems. It may also give informa-
tion that will indicate the amount 
of plant growth to be expected 
from the water in the soil. 
Permanent wilting point 
Man has known for many years 
that all cultivated crops reduce the 
amount of water remaining in the 
soil to almost the same value when 
the plant wilts to the point that it 
can no longer recover unless water 
is added. The amount of water re-
tained under these conditions is 
called the «'permanent wilting per-
centage." For many years it was 
believed that all plants were able 
to exert the same pull or suction 
on the water around the roots and 
remove it until the attraction of the 
soil for the water was equal to 
Fig. 1. The work 
required to remove a 
unit of water 
increa ses rapidly 
a s the soil 
becomes d rier 
25 
20 
i 
.: 15 
---
--BenJamin silty cloy loom--
(Utah vall.y) ..... _- .... -
-.. --
Wasatch eoorse sandy loom (Satt Lake volley) 
00 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 
Amount of work to remove A unit of wa'.r (joules/k9) 
face area of the individual particles 
of Millville silt loam were spread 
out in one large flat sheet, there 
would be enough surface in 66 
grams (about 23~ ounces) of soil 
to cover an acre ( fig. 2) . When 
this soil is at field moisture capacity 
it will have 14 cubic centimeters 
Influences of temperatures on 
the water that plants can 
remove from soil 
Fig. 3. 14 cc of water (lh ounce) is all 
the soil will hold; when spread out 
over the acre, the film is only 
12 molecules thick 
ter only 12 molecules thick (fig. 3). 
When at the permanent wilting 
point there will be only about 5.3 
cubic centimeters (about 115 
ounce) of water adsorbed to the 
acre of surface (fig. 4). The 5.3 
cubic centimeters correspond to a 
film thickness of only about 3 or 4 
molecules of water, and they are 
held so tightly that plants cannot 
remove them. 
STERLING A. TAYLOR 
PEDRO URRIOlA·MUNOZ 
the pull that the plant could exert. 
It is now known that this concept 
is oversimplified; actually some 
plants are able to remove more 
water than others and the reason 
that most succulent crop plants 
reduce the soil water to about the 
same value is because the work re-
quired to remove a small amount 
of water increases greatly with each 
small increment of water that is 
removed as shown in fig. 1. The 
reason for this is that water is held 
to the surface of the soil particles 
by strong forces of adsorption and 
ionic attraction. If all of the sur-
72 
(about Ih fluid ounce) of water 
spread out over the acre of surface. 
This corresponds to a layer of wa-
Fig. 2. There is enough surface in 66 
grams (21f3 -ounces) of soil to cover 
an a cre if were a ll spread out 
..... 
.... 
~ 
Fig. 4. When the plant w ilts the soil 
still retains 5.3 cc per acre of specific 
surface which is a layer about 
4 molecules thick 
PLANTS 
WILT 
FARM AND HOME SCIENCE 
Arrangement of water molecules 
The water molecules in these 
thin films are orderly arranged by 
the soil particles and the ions that 
are attached to the soil (fig. 5). 
WATER MOLECULES 
SOIL PARTICLE 
Fig. 5. Water in soil is arranged orderly 
by influence of soil and ions 
They are arranged more orderly 
than the molecules in liquid water 
so that when the water is removed 
from the environment of the soil 
particle it is necessary to overcome 
the orderly arrangement as well as 
to pull the molecules away from 
the soil. The work that is expended 
in removing the water is released 
again as heat when the soil is 
wetted. This heat causes the tem-
perature of the soil to rise. The 
temperature rise has long been 
known as heat of wetting; it is high 
in clay soils and in dry soils and 
low in sandy or moist ones. 
Influence of temperature 
Water molecules that are ad-
sorbed and arranged in an orderly 
manner on the surface of soil col-
loids are affected more by tem-
perature than are molecules of free 
water. Consequently more water 
should be removed with the same 
amount of work if the soil is warm 
than if it is cool. This has been 
demonstrated experimentally as 
shown in fig. 6. 
Since in a mechanical system 
with a given amount of work, more 
water will be removed from warm 
soils than from cool ones, it was 
r a oned that a plant might also 
• 
DR. STERLING A. TAYLOR is professor and ' 
PEDRO URRIOLA-MUNOZ is a graduate stu-
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at the University of Brussels in Belgium on 
a grant from the National Science Foun-
dation. 
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Fig. 6. Influence 
of temperature 
on the work required 
to remove a unit of 
water as soil 
becomes drier 
~ ..,.-:Ytbsatch coorse landy loom (Salt Lake volley) f 
! oE: 
O'L-~-L~L-~-L~ __ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
o 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 
Amount of work to ,.nove A unit of water (joules/kg) 
Table 1. The influence of temperature on the water remaining in soil when sunflower plants 
wilt and fail to recover overnight in a humid atmosphere 
Temperature 0e. OF. 
Millville silt loam 
percent water 
Benjamin silty clay loam 
percent water 
15 
25 
35 
59 
77 
95 
8.38 ± 0.13 
7.34 ± 0.17 
6.66 ± 0.16 
remove more water from a warm 
soil than from a cool one before 
it wilted permanently. An experi-
ment was conducted in which a 
gard n variety of sunflowers (H eli-
anthus annuus) was grown in cans. 
The cans with the soil were kept 
at a constant temperature by im-
mersing th m aJmost to th top of 
th can in a constant t mp rature 
bath. The leaves and stem wer 
allow d to grow under the ambient 
conditi n of the greenhouse. When 
the plants were young, th leav 
and stem were led through a hole 
in the lid of the can. When they 
were about 18 inches high, the soil 
was watered and the cans were 
sealed to pr vent water from 
evaporating from or cond nsing on 
the inside of the can. Plants con-
tinued to grow in the soil at a 
known constant temperature until 
they wilted and failed to recover 
after overnight in a humid atmos-
ph r . Th water content f th 
soil was then determined. 
The results of the experiment are 
shown in table 1. It is apparent that 
the plant removed significantly 
more water from the warm soils 
than from the cool ones. While 1.7 
p rcent water may not seem much 
11.63 ± 0.23 
10.47 ± 0.26 
water, in a soil that is 50 cm (20 
inches) deep it is equivalent to 1.1 
cm (0.43 inches) of rainfall or ir-
rigation. This may be of economic 
significance in a dry year. 
Engineers can use the knowledge 
that permanent wilting point is de-
pendent upon temperature to get 
more reliable information about 
the amount of water that the soil 
will supply to a crop. This will 
allow a more precise calculation 
of the amount of water that must 
be supplied to meet the plant re-
quirements. 
These results also suggest that 
some plants might continue to live 
even after the soil has dried to the 
region of permanent wilting by 
using water that is made available 
through the slow increase of soil 
temperature. While the water made 
available during the hot season by 
increasing soil t mperature i 
probably inadequate for rapid vege-
tative growth, it may be quite im-
portant in the survival of perennials 
during dry years or in dryland areas 
where irrigation is not possible. 
This water is most critical becaus 
it is made available during the bot 
part of the season when the evap-
orative demand is greatest. 
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D ISEASES among domestic tur-key cause a multi-million 
dollar loss each year in the form 
of mortality, growth d pr s ion 
lower product quality, and the 
costly use of prophylactic and 
therapeutic medicines. The forces 
combating these losses d Iv in-
tricately into all disciplin known 
to biological scienc and beyond 
this, call assistance from many 
areas outside biological fields. 
Pathology, bacteriology, pharma-
cology, biochemistry, nutrition, 
physiology, and genetics are among 
the sciences most vitally concerned 
in deterring losses from di ase. 
The latter of these (g netics) will 
here be consider d in its role a a 
tool in fighting the costly disease 
complex. 
DR. DAVID W. CARSON is associate professor 
of poultry husbandry. His research is mainly 
on poultry breed ing. 
• 
Genetic resistance 
Plant br ders hav clearly dem-
nstrated and appli d gen tic r -
i tanc to uch infection a 
covered smut in wheat (a fungus) 
urly top in ugar b t (a virus ) , 
and wilt in alfalfa (a bacterium). 
Animal breed rs hav b en I 
dramatic, although natur has done 
a marv lou work in selecting re-
i tant animal form in popula-
tions not xpo ed to artificial 
I ction. DDT r i tanc in fli 
and r istance of taphylo occal 
bacteria to mo t antibiotic are 
two xampl s. Many domestic ani-
Heritibility Of 
diseaS4 resi tance 
turkeys • tn 
J . DAVID CARSON 
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mal pecies show strain variation 
to disea e resistance. Mice exhibit 
a high g netic difference in immu-
nizing capacities, as would likely 
most other species if properly 
t ted and selected for this char-
acteristic. Current research with 
chickens shows an astounding 
h ritibility for re i tance to leucosis 
and most large breeders give at-
t ntion to this fact in designing 
the lection program. The pros-
p t of genetic resistance to dis-
ease in turkeys have been les 
xplored, although use of basic 
transmission g netics holds bright 
promise. 
Research at Utah State 
Br eding r search in turkeys at 
USU has concerned itself primari-
ly with strain variability for factors 
of reproduction. Resulting from 
these specific experiments, distinct 
trains of Broad Breasted Bronze 
turkeys have come under close ob-
ervation as to their differential 
performance in several characteris-
tic . Death los from the three prin-
cipal diseases involved in the flock 
has been observed and determined 
by laboratory examination of each 
pecimen. In considering mortal-
ity re ulting from blackhead (a 
protozoa), synovitis (a bacterium) 
FARM AND HOME SCIENCE 
and inusiti (a virus) it hould b 
k pt in mind that th xperiment 
w r not d igned for detecting 
iot r train differenc in disea e 
u c ptibility nor has s I ction 
been u ed to widen th diff r-
nc. oint nded I ction wa 
mad for di ease resistanc, al-
though natural el tion auld 
have play d am light role by 
liminating di proportionate mem-
b r of th unfit form. Whil 
thi may hav happ ned and doe 
happ n to am xt nt in all sp -
ie , it doe not account for mu h 
f the diff rence not d betw en 
train. Thus the trains, while 
cliff rent, are not highly r sistant 
b cau th natural di ase chal-
I nge ha not b n sever . In 
1957 th flo k u tined an out-
br ak of inu iti and for thi r a-
on data from this year ar pr nt-
d. yno itis and blackh ad ar 
r ponsible for low incid nc of 
mortality in any year. 
Facts and figures 
Three figur ar pr nt d to 
how p rcentag of mortality for 
the thr e di ea by train. T tal 
a raIl mortality for th y ar wa 
5.7 p rc nt, a low fi UIe to de-
l ct train variation. Strain 5 ir 
how 3.0 p rc nt mortality from 
blackhead when mated to strain 
5 females and only O. p rc nt 
wh n mat d to femal other than 
train 5 (fig. 1). Strain 4 ir show 
n mortality at all, while strain 
7 and 9 ires are intermediat . 
In r i tane to synoviti (fig. 2) 
on e again strain 4 shows no mor-
tality, while train 5 again ba 
th greate t. It i igni£cant to 
not the incr e in mortality in 
train 7 and 9 wh n th sir 
ar mat d to train 5 female. 
Strain 7 ir mated pure how 
only 0.5 rcent v r u 2.3 p r-
nt mat d to th more u c p-
tibl train 5. Strain 9 mat d pur 
ha 1.3 p rc nt mort lity and 2.2 
p r nt wh n mat d with tr in 5 
f mal . In each in tanc th mat-
ing with f mal oth r than from 
train 5 ha low r mortality. 
11 rtality from inu iti (fig. 3) 
(Continued on page 86) 
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The problem 
of salty 
• • • IrrIgatIon 
water 
Can a farming 
operation using salty 
water be permanent? 
J . P . THORNE 
R . G . RICKENBACH 
aline watel' 
DOUgh 
t rowin 
which it i 
• 
JAMES P. THORNE is a soil scientist with the 
U. S. Soil Conservation Service and has charge 
of the Soil Testing laboratory. RODNEY G. 
RICKENBACH is county agent in ea ste rn Mil-
lard County. 
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Heavy irrigation using the border method can he lp move salts be low the root zone 
ti n . 
irri a ti n 
FARM AND HOME SCIENCE 
Furrow irrigation may be used with salty soils or irrigation water if seed is planted 
in the bottom or sides of the furrows, not on the crests 
odic oil 
die il. 
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il h Id 
f 
r 
The pump well yields large volume 
of water of questionable quality 
TTl problem 
w ar e ne rn d 
th kind f il and 
nvir nm nt th t will r -
ptimum rowth f th 
n n-
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prevent as much as possible the 
build up of soluble salts. 
Some practical methods of 
irrigating 
One way to do this is to flood 
irrigate the land keeping the net 
movement of water downward. If 
drainage through the soil is good, 
this method may give the best con-
trol of salinity although larger 
quantities of water are required 
than would be needed were salinity 
control unnecessary. A second way 
is to use the furrow system of irri-
gation but plant and irrigate so 
as to keep the plant roots in the 
least salty portion of the soil. The 
salt concentration in the soil at the 
bottom of the irrigation furrow, or 
slightly to the side and below the 
furrow, is less ,than it is in the 
crests between the furrows. These 
crests act as wicks carrying soluble 
salts near to the surface where 
the water is evaporated leaving the 
salts behind. 
It is impractical to remove the 
sodium from irrigation water. 
However, the proportion of sodium 
can be reduced by adding soluble 
calcium. Gypsum ( calcium sul-
fate) is often added to irrigation 
waters that are not initially too 
salty in order to reduce the propor-
tion of sodium and thus the ten-
dency of the water to form a sodic 
soil. 
Studies in the field 
In the summer of 1960 we made 
studies in Millard Country where 
salty well waters are being used 
for irrigation. Samples of soil were 
taken from irrigated and nonirri-
gated fields adjacent to each other. 
The latter fields were still in 
native brush. Data obtained on 
these samples and the correspond-
ing irrigation waters are shown in 
table 1. 
The amounts of salts in the soil 
solutions were only slightly higher 
than in the waters used for irri-
gation. Usually soil solutions have 
concentrations of 2 to 5 times 
those of the applied irrigation 
water. 
If a water of a constant compo-
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Table 1. Qualities of two saline irrigation waters and respective irrigated and non-irrigated 
soils 
Water samples 
Well Electrical Sodium Quality 
conductivity adsorption cia .. 
(micromhos) ratio 
A 4640 7.5 C4-S3 
B 6670 9.9 C4-S4 
sition were used for irrigation on 
a given piece of land one might 
expect that in time soil conditions 
would exist in equilibrium with 
the water composition. The time 
required to establish this equilib-
rium would depend upon the 
amount and kind of salts in the 
water and the amount of water 
used. The kind of soil and the 
drainage conditions would also be 
important. We do not know if the 
soils studied in Millard County 
have reached equilibrium. How-
ever, on farm A the soluble salts 
in the soil appear to have been 
reduced by irrigation, while on 
farm B salt concentrations appear 
to have been increased. In con-
sidering these data, differences in 
the original soil conditions as well 
as the irrigation waters must be 
kept in mind. 
Last year both waters were 
used to irrigate alfalfa, which has 
a fair degree of salt tolerance. 
Barley, sugar beets, and some of 
the grasses also have good toler-
ance for salinity and alkali and 
could be grown on both of these 
irrigated fields in their present con-
dition. But the real question is: 
Are the current salt levels near 
an equilibrium for a long term or 
are they likely to increase still fur-
ther? If the compositions of these 
waters remain constant and the 
amounts used are not reduced, 
then the main concern might be 
that of a sodium hazard. Perhaps 
wise use of soil amendments could 
minimize if not prevent a serious 
problem with sodium accumula-
tion. 
According to the U. S. Salinity 
Laboratory rating system, water 
A is class C4-S3 and water B is 
Soils samples 
Irrigated Non-irrigated 
Depth Electrical Exchange- Electrical Exchange-
(inches) conductivity able conductivity able 
~ 
6-18 
~ 
6-18 
EC c sodium Eee sodium (mill imhos) percentage (m.ll imhos) percentage 
6.2 
3.5 
7.5 
6.8 
11 
10 
10 
13 
3.5 
17.8 
.9 
.8 
13 
35 
1 
3 
poorer than C4-S4. The "C" refers 
to the electrical conductivity de-
scribed earlier and so to the salinity 
hazard involved in using the water. 
The "S" refers to the proportion 
of sodium and so to the alkali 
hazard. The best waters under this 
classification are C1-S1 and the 
poorest C4-S4. 
Can a farming operation using 
waters such as these be perma-
nent? Actually this question can-
not be definitely answered, neither 
can we say that waters like these 
with conductivities over 4500 micro-
mhos cannot be used profitably 
over a period of years, although at 
the present time, we know of no 
waters this salty that have been 
used successfully in Utah for as 
long as 10 years. 
Increasing demands for water 
emphasize the need for more infor-
mation on the suitability of waters 
for various purposes. Studies will 
be continued in an effort to solve 
some of the problems that arise 
from the use of saline irrigation 
waters. 
NEW PUBLICATION 
Bul. 429. Control of Roemeria poppy In 
winter wheat, by D. C. Tingey. t Depart .. 
ment of Agronomy. 12 p. 
Data from control tests show that the 
poppy can be controlled with a fairly 
high rate of 2,4-0 applied at or before 
the bloom stage. However, even though 
good control was obtained, wheat yields 
were not increased. Either the poppy is n~t 
too competitive with winter wheat or 
2,4-0 at rates high enough to control the 
weed does about as much damage a s the 
poppy. 
Single copies of this publication will be 
sent free on request to the Utah Agricul-
tural Experiment Station, logan. 
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Fig. 1. Determination of soluble solids 
by Abbe type refractometer (at left) with 
temperature control device and pH determi-
nation of Beckman pH meter (at right) 
Fig. 2. Color determination with the 
Hunter Color and Color Difference Meter 
• 
In tom toes 
D . K. SALUNKHE and R . L. McLAUGHLIN 
T MATOE with th ir brig} t col-or, t mpting flay r, and high 
itamiD and min ral cant nt ar 
on of the most popular v table 
rap for fr h consumption a 
well a for consumption when 
proc ed. Th y ar Utah' rna t 
important v g table crop. pprox-
ima tely 6,000 acres are grown and 
th cr p i alu d at n arly n 
and a half million dollar . 
T t mad by th Utah t tion 
t d t rmin quality of th t-
mato for proc ing ho d that 
th crop compar favorabl l Vvitl 
• 
DR. SALUNKHE is associate professor of 
horticulture. His research is mostly in the 
area of food processing. Mr. Mclaughlin 
was a graduate student of horticulture and 
is now federal inspector for processed fruits 
and vegetables in Stockton, California. 
The nine Utah canning companies par-
ticipating in this .study are Utah Canners' 
Association, California Packing Corporation, 
Blackinton and Son Canning Company, 
North Ogden Canning Company, and Ste-
vens' Canning Compa ny, Ogden; Smith Can-
ning Company a nd Woods Cross Canning 
Company, Clearfield; Plea sant Grove Can. 
ning Company, Orem; a nd the Perry Can. 
ning Company, Brigham City. 
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tomato 
T mat 
of th 
th one 
nd lat 
judg d 
pH or acidity 
Th acidity or pH of tomato 
i an important factor in d t r-
minin th flavor. It i al 0 impor-
tant for th proc s or. Butyric, 
therm philic and putr factiv 
an robic bact ria find difficulty in 
rowin wh n the pH i blow 
4.3. If th pH i high r th pore 
of th bacteria are difficult to d -
stroy. If the pH i high v n for a 
hort tim during proc ing b -
cau of the high cone ntration of 
tl Iy olution u ed to loosen the 
kin, th re i a spoilage hazard. 
Is , wh n the pH i high, th 
cooking time mu t be length n d, 
thu r dueing th quality, pe-
ei lly th color and the nutritive 
al of th proce sed product. 
Th ta e of maturity and the 
vaIi ty f tomato inHu ncthe pH. 
Rip r fruit w I high r in pH 
alu than pink fruit of a giv n 
ari ty regardle of the harvest 
p riod. Tb re wa little easonal 
trend in acidity. pH varied con-
iderably during th fir tight-day 
p riod· less during th n xt three 
i ht-day p riod with a decided 
I v lin off durin the la t p riod. 
Soluble solids 
The consistenc and yield of 
th tomato product are corre-
lated with the total solids. Th 
flavor of both the raw and proc-
es ed product i directly r lated 
to the amount of soluble olids. 
olubl olid are predominant-
ly sugars and weetness i an 
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Table 1. pH, soluble solids, and Hunter color and color difference values obtained on tomato puree in relation to picking time (based on all 
varieties, growing locations, fertility levels, irrigations) in 1959-60 
pH values Percent soluble solids Hunter color measures· 
Picking duration Remarks 
Range Meant Range Mean aL bL 
Aug. 26 - Sept. 2 3.80--4.49 4.25 4.79-6.11 5.50 24.34 26.07 11.49 yellowish-red 
(fairly colored) 
Sept. 3 - Sept. 10 3.60--4.50 4.06 4.86-6.15 5.60 24.76 26.10 11.46 high color 
(well colored) 
Sept. 11 - Sept. 18 4.00-4.50 4.24 4.94-6.19 5.62 24.54 25.27 11.22 high color 
Sept. 19 - Sept. 26 3.95-4.50 4.20 4.40-6.72 5.61 
(well colored) 
24.32 23.82 10.98 yellowish-red 
Sept. 27 - Od. 6 4.00-4.31 4.20 4.60-5.87 5.40 25.05 
(fairly colored) 
25.44 11.50 high colored 
(well colored) 
Aug. 26 - Od. 6 3.60-4.50 4.19 4.40-6.72 5.56 24.58 25.20 11.29 
· Standard tomato color tile with readings of L = 24.45; AL = 24.26; bL = 11.5. 
L denotes lightness; "L denotes redness; and bL denotes yellowness of t.,e tomato puree. 
t Usually mean of pH values is not presented. However, to see the trend, it is calcl..!lated for this article. 
important attribute of flavor. The 
amount of these solids depends on 
the number of leaves, the irrigation 
practices, and the fertility of the 
soil. There is a direct relation 
between soluble and total solids. 
There was considerable variation 
in the percentage of soluble solids 
during the first eight-day harvest 
period, not so much during the 
second harvest period. The third 
and fourth periods showed wide 
variability, while the last period 
showed little deviation. 
Color 
The color of a fresh or processed 
product is important because the 
consumer buys by appearance and 
by the reputation of the trade 
mark. The color of the raw tomato 
is related to the color of the proc-
essed product. Color of fresh to-
matoes varies with the season, the 
picking, the grade, the lycopene 
and carotene content, the variety, 
and the maturity of the tomatoes. 
Color tests showed that Utah to-
matoes were slightly darker than 
the standard tomato. The average 
of each six-day period except one 
was redder than the standard. 
Regardless of the variety, there 
was a greater color variation in 
the beginning of the season. Cold 
and rain affected the color during 
the fourth harvest period causing 
the tomatoes to ripen unevenly. 
The tomato puree was thicker and 
more pectin-like near the close of 
the season. 
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H ow the study was made 
Four boxes of tomatoes were se-
lected at random each day from a 
load of cannery-run tomatoes. 
From each box, five tomatoes were 
selected at random and placed in 
a paper bag. 
Each sample of five tomatoes 
was crushed in the laboratory and 
the resulting tomato puree was 
used for acidity, soluble solids, and 
color determinations. Several hun-
dred such samples were studied. 
Acidity or pH measurements were 
made with the Beckman pH meter 
(fig. 1). Soluble solid determina-
tions were made by use of the 
Abbe-type refractometer (fig. 1) at 
a constant temperature of 20 de-
grees C. Color was measured with 
the Hunter color and color differ-
ence meter (fig. 2). Data on pH, 
soluble solids, and color values are 
presented in table 1. 
LILIES 
(Continued from page 60) 
and the condition under which it 
is grown. It is best for the hom 
gardener to grow varieties which 
will consistently produce flowering 
size bulbs. Th size of bulbs pro-
duced every year depends on the 
size and the health of the plant 
above ground. Deep green, vigor-
ous shoots will produce large 
bulbs. The size, of course, will also 
depend on the variety. 
Joan Evans had a large number 
of one ounce bulbs, but produced. 
many flowers in 1959. The large 
number of bulbs which this variety 
produces also indicates the neces-
ity of separating and replanting 
before the bulbs become too 
crowded. Fiesta hybrids had only 
medium sized bulbs of 1% to 2 
ounces, but grew satisfactorily. 
Some Mid-Century varieties and 
others classified in the medium 
sized group had low bulb weights. 
As a result they decreased in vigor 
and in the number of blooms pro-
duced. 
Pointers for the successful 
growing of lilies 
For lilies nothing is more impor-
tant than a soil with good drain-
age. Lilies cannot grow in poorly 
drained soil. Humus is essential in 
the soil. The humus content can 
be increased by the addition of a 
good soil conditioner such as leaf-
mold, compost, peat moss, old 
manure, or sawdust. Any average 
garden soil with good drainage 
and a low lime content is satis-
factory. Proper nutrition with a 
com pie t e fertilizer broadcast 
around the plant and worked in 
the soil every spring is beneficial. 
Fertilizers in organic form and es-
p cially well prepared compost are 
preferable. Mulching with one of 
the various media such as straw, 
peat moss, sawdust, coarse com-
post, and leafmold provides the 
necessary cooling effect around the 
roots. It also helps in providing 
uniform soil moisture and helps 
control weeds. 
Sunlight is normally recom-
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mended. Lilies grow successfully 
in open Held culture. A flltered 
light created from branches of 
neighboring shrubs and trees is 
not harmful and may be helpful 
to some varieties. Light shade will 
enhance the color of delicately 
tinted varieties such as henryi or 
hybrids of the pink group. 
Planting 
Fall planting is most desirable; 
at this time the bulbs are rela-
tively dormant. Spring planting is 
also possible if good, unshriveled 
bulbs are available. Lilies grown 
in containers can be planted at 
any time. The Madonna lilies with 
their evergreen leaves must, how-
ever, be planted in August. Bulbs 
should be covered with 4 to 6 
inches of soil. The spacing should 
not be less than 1% feet. Lilies 
can be propagated by dividing the 
old bulb clumps, by using the bul-
bils collected from the leafaxels 
of some varieties sown 1 inch deep, 
or by the scales removed from the 
scaly mother bulb and planted in a 
special location protected against 
winter frost. Interesting types may 
also be obtained from plantings 
of seed. 
Lilies effectively landscaped 
Lilies like some other ornamen-
GRAINS FOR PASTURE 
(Continued from page 61) 
ewes and lambs, forage use, and 
forage production on this wheat 
pasture compared to an aHaHa-
bromegrass field, and to sheep on 
crested wheatgrass pastures during 
the same time are shown in table 
1. 
The ewe gains on wheat were 
Significantly higher than those 
from the other two pastures. Al-
though the lamb gains were higher 
on the aHaHa-bromegrass, these 
were not significantly different. 
Value of wheat as pasture 
The value of the wheat as pas-
ture, of course, depends on the 
alternatives the operator has to 
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Table 2. Increase of bulbs during a 2 and 5 year period 
Variety 
Afterflow* 
Aurelian Sunburst hybrids 
Bellingham hybrids 
Croesus* 
Felicity* 
Fiesta hybrids 
Green Mountain hybrids 
Golden Chalice hybrids 
Golden Clarion hybrids* 
Golden Harvest hybrids 
Hansoni 
Henryi 
Maxwe" 
Mid-Century hybrids 
Enchantment 
Harmony 
Joan Evans 
Pagoda 
Parade 
Tangelo 
Valencia 
Olympic hybrids 
Prosperity* 
Regal Album 
Sulphureum hybrids 
Valiant 
Viking 
*Two years 
Loss of 
planted 
bulbs 
percent 
33 
25 
8 
o 
o 
58 
o 
80 
83 
58 
40 
58 
40 
25 
58 
8 
58 
83 
66 
25 
58 
o 
SO 
66 
83 
20 
tals are enhanced in their beauty 
when informally arranged in nat-
ural settings. They are beautiful in 
front of backgrounds of dark green 
woody ornamentals. They may also 
feed his livestock. Figuring the 
forage requirement for ewes and 
lambs plus a considerable amount 
for trampling to be about eight 
pounds of air-dry feed per day, 
the carrying capacity of the wheat 
was 464 sheep days per acre. Fig-
Percent increase by size 
Bulb Bulb 
Large weight Medium weight Small 
478 
66 
40 
700 
80 
180 
133 
540 
200 
25 
oz. oz. 
200 l 1f3 200 
6 555 3 1789 
1225 I-lis 3587 
61f:z 633 
133 1-5/7 2033 
560 1-415 1580 
131h 58 7 275 
600 3/5 400 
31f:z 100 n~ 
91f:z 140 4 2300 
100 I-lis 1330 
71h 280 2-1/5 2800 
21f3 150 1-1/5 1772 
44 1 89 
680 l 1f:z 3780 
1282 1 5082 
800 2-7/10 1940 
350 
725 'fl 1325 
311 1 1789 
7-1/10 660 2-9/10 280 
300 4/5 4433 
660 2-3/5 420 
5 200 
100 2 
3-1/5 125 1-1/9 
be associated with perennials or in 
combination with ground covers. 
But care must be given to prevent 
heavy competition from feeding 
roots of neighboring plants. 
uring a dais grazing for a ewe 
and lamb to be 4 cents, this 
would be a return of $18.56 per 
acre for the forage. This would 
more than pay for the seed, equip-
ment use, labor, and irrigation of 
the grain. 
Table 1. Weight gains for ewes and lambs, use and production of various spring pastures 
at CSU Valley Farm, spring 1957 
Average gain for Air-dry 
31 day period Forage forage 
Type of pasture use June 4, 
Lamb Ewe 1957 
pounds percent poundsl acre 
Wheat 20.4 15.9 90 3708 
Alfalfa-bromegrass 22.2 13.9 
Alfalfa 11 2715 
8romegrass 19.9 13.4 56 270 
2985 
Crested wheatgrass 83 232 
81 
Water was available to give the 
grain three irrigations follOwing 
grazing and we obtained a good 
crop of grain in addition to the 
forage. If water had been in short 
supply this year, we could have 
gotten our investment back out of 
the grain by the spring grazing and 
used the water on other crops. In 
good years when our dryland pas-
tures produce well we would not 
need to graze the planted grain 
and could mature grain directly. 
FollOwing harvesting, the stub-
ble has yielded a good amount of 
fall grazing, which is much needed 
by many livestock operations. 
Fall barley also hM 
possibilities 
Alpine barley planted in Sep-
tember of 1960 and grazed in the 
spring of 1961 did not produce the 
forage that the wheat did in 1957, 
but the carrying capacity was good 
and ewes and lambs did well on 
the barley. Alpine barley fits well 
into our program because it is 
winter hardy and produces a grain 
which fits into our concentrate 
feeding program better than wheat 
or rye. 
Planting intermediate wheat-
grass into the stubble of Alpine 
barley following fall grazing in 
1960 has given us a good stand of 
intermediate wheatgrass this year 
and appears to be a way to estab-
lish this type of permanent pas-
ture. 
TURKEY 
(Continued from page 65) 
were associated with the size of 
restaurants. ~'Lack of adequate 
preparation facilities" and "offer 
only a limited menu" were most 
commonly given by operators of 
small or medium sized restaurants. 
Specialty houses (pizza, sea food, 
hamburger stands) generally did 
not use turkey. These establish-
ments restrict their offerings to 
their specialty item plus a few 
staple meats, not including turkey, 
for those not desiring the specialty 
foods. Even where another poultry 
product (chicken) was the specialty, 
turkey was seldom offered. 
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Table 1. Use of turkey by various size restaur.nts, 117 restaurants, Utah, 1959 
Size of Use turkey Use turkey Don't use 
restaurant* Number year around seasonallyt turkey 
percent percent percent 
Small 37 35 19 46 
Medium 36 56 22 22 
large 30 73 17 10 
Extra large 10 70 30 0 
Othert 4 0 0 100 
Total 117 53 20 27 
*Classification based on owner's estimate of customers per week: 
Small-less than 1,000 customers per week 
Medium-1,000 to 1,999 customers per week. 
large-2,000 to 5,000 customers per week. 
Extra large-over 5,000 customers per week. 
tSeasonal use in this instance refers to restaurants who discontinue use of turkey during some 
part of the year. It does not include those who merely reduce the amount used. 
tOwners would not estimate number of customers per week. 
Table 2. Average price of various meals classified by type of meat, 85 restaurants, Utah 1959 
Type of 
meat Dinner 
dollars 
Roast turkey 1.39 
Chicken 1.42 
Roast beef 1.31 
Roast pork 1.29 
Average 1.35 
Among restaurants using tur-
key, restriction in the amount used 
was most often attributed to fluc-
tuations in consumer demand (fig. 
3). The "high cost of preparation" 
or ~10w profit" in comparison with 
other type meats was also listed 
frequently as a limiting factor. 
These responses were given with 
equal frequency by both "seasonal" 
and "year around" users. "Lack of 
adequate storage" was restrictive in 
a comparatively few cases. 
Of the eighty-five operators using 
turkey, 39 percent indicated that 
nothing of signiflcance was limiting 
use of turkey in their restaurants. 
Ninety-one precent of these re-
sponses came from restaurants us-
ing turkey the year around. 
Menu f)1'icing of turkey 
and other meats 
Competition between turkey and 
other meats served in restaurants 
is mostly in the nature of price 
competition. Restaurant operators, 
with the possible exception of 
specialty houses, tend to rotate the 
special meat items they promote 
from day to day. Items served with 
Type of meal 
Hot Cold 
lunch sandwich sandwich 
dollars dollars dollars 
.97 .76 .60 
1.07 .71 .59 
.94 .71 .51 
.92 .71 .51 
.98 .72 .55 
various type meats (vegetables, 
salads, soup, dessert) within a meal 
classification (dinner, for example) 
tend to be comparable. Conse-
quently, the relative price of meat 
items may be an influential deter-
minant in a consumer's selection. 
Average menu prices of turkey 
dishes were relatively high, rank-
ing first or second in each meal 
classification (table 2). Average 
turkey prices ranked second to 
chicken prices for dinners and 
lunches and first for hot and cold 
sandwiches. Turkey prices most 
closely approximated chi c ken 
prices with the greatest difference 
occurring in the lunch classification. 
Average prices of roast beef and 
pork in each meal classification 
were approximately the same, re-
flecting the close competition and 
cross-substitution of these meats. 
Average price differences within 
meal classifications were the larg-
est in the dinner and lunch groups. 
Average dinner prices had a differ-
ential of $.13, ranging from a high 
of $1.42 for chicken to a low of 
$1.29 for roast pork. The average 
price differential for luncheon 
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meals ranged from a high of $1.07 
for chicken to $.92 for roast pork, 
a diHerence of $.15. 
Little variation was found in the 
average prices for hot sandwiches. 
Prices for cold turkey and cold 
chicken sandwiches were approxi-
mately the same and averaged 
about $.09 higher than cold beef 
and pork andwich prices. 
ALTERNATIVES FOR SOIL BANK LANDS 
(Continued from page 69) 
ing his crested wheatgrass would 
do would cost him the equivalent 
of about $1,128. If 200 rods of 
permanent fence were needed and 
if depreciation and maintenance 
costs were as described earlier, an-
nual fence costs would be about 
$33. Suppose a water system cost 
$100 a year for depreciation and 
maintenance, but it served two 100 
acre pastures. Annual water costs 
per 100 acres would be $50. Ex-
pected net economic benefits from 
grazing 100 acres would be about 
$1,128 - ($83 + $50) = $1,045. 
Wheat production would net 
about $507 less than grazing under 
the specified conditions. With 
these price-cost relations, wheat 
yields would have to average 
about 25.6 bushels per acre before 
wheat would be more profitable 
than grazing. Given wheat yields 
and costs, wheat prices would have 
to rise above $2.31 p r bushel be-
fore wheat would be most profit-
able. Given wheat prices and 
yields, costs of producing wheat 
would have to fall below $15.10 
per acre before wheat would be 
more profitable than grazing. 
Given wheat net r turn and the 
feed equivalent to do the job that 
grazing did, the average price of 
feed saved could fall below $1.00 
per hundred pounds before graz-
ing would be least profitable. 
Suppose, instead of ration feed-
ing as a substitute for dry farm 
grazing, that good pring and fall 
range could be leased from the 
Bureau of Land Management 
(BLM) at $0.20 per animal unit 
month ( A UM ) . If the farmer-
rancher shifted from BLM range 
equivalent in productivity to his 
soil bank land h would save 
$14.60 a year. So $14.60 would 
represent the annual gross value 
to him of his 100 acres of crested 
wheatgrass. It would not pay the 
cost of providing water and fence. 
If the farmer-rancher had to re-
e d his 100 acres to get an ade-
quate cover for grazing, another 
$98 a year cost would have to be 
added to each situation discussed 
under this livestock alternative. 
Thus, with ration feed at $2.60 a 
hundred, grazing his 100 acres 
would net about $947 a year-still 
more than from wheat production. 
Alternative 2: Suppose a farmer 
purchased 600 pound yearlings 
each spring at $0.20 a pound to 
graze 100 acres of his soil bank 
forage for 60 days then sold them 
f r $0.21, then bought 1,000 pound 
pregnant cows in the fall for $0.14 
a pound to graze for 48 days be-
for selling them for $0.15. Also, 
suppose his animal yields were 
the same as those at B nmore. Let 
annual water and fence costs be 
the same as in alternative 1; also, 
charge 6 percent on hi investment. 
He would have to buy about 43 
y arlings in the spring and about 
19 cows in the fall to tock at 
the intensity suggested in the ex-
Table 1. Experimental results from moderate grazing of 100 acre crested wheatgrass pastures by cattle, Benmore, Utah 
Class of animals 
Spring, 60 days 
Yearlings 
Dry cows 
Pregnant cows 
Milking cows 
Calves 
Milking cows 
with calves· 
Total spring 
Fall, 48 days 
Pregnant cows 
Calves 
Total fall 
Weight 
per 
animal 
Ibs. 
600 
800 
900 
850 
180 
1,000 
400 
Animals 
per 
100 
acres 
no. 
4.00 
6.37 
2.66 
9.32 
9.32 
31.67 
15.30 
6.80 
22.10 
· Cows and calves were combined to calculate these values. 
Daily Animal gain 
unit per 
equivalentt 
animal 
Ibs. AU's. 
2.55 0.63 
3.25 0.93 
3.10 1.02 
2.72 1.53 
1.82 0.17 
2.57 
0.23 0.64 
1.33 0.33 
0.57 
Animal Daily Quantity 
units gain of Cost of 
per per substitute substitute 
100 animal ration ration 
acres unit required 
AU's Ibs. Ibs. dols. 
2.52 4.05 3,413* 89 
6.00 3.49 8,128* 211 
2.71 3.04 3,671 * 95 
15.84 2.67 21,4581: 558 
27.07 3.01 36,670* 953 
9.79 0.36 14,858§ 149 
2.24 4.03 2,368~ 26 
12.03 1.05 17,226 175 
t Digestible energy (DE) needed for maintenance plus production for ona animal unit is 32.06 magacalories. An animal unit is defined as ona 1000 
pound cow producing 25 pounds of milk per day. Other classes of cattle were converted to animal units on the basis of DE required for main-
tenance plus gain. Formulas for these conversions can ba furnished by the authors. 
*The substitute ration for spring grazing is 10 percent barley, 59 perunt corn, 24 percent alfalfa hay, 5 percent cottonseed meal, solvent 
extracted, 1 percent salt, and 1 parcent bone meal. It would cost about $2.60 per hundred pounds using normal prices. 
§The substitute feed for pregnant cows grazing in the fall was assumad to be about 20 pounds of alfalfa hay per day per cow. With normal 
prices it costs about $20 per ton. 
UTha substitute ration for calves grazing in the fall was assumed to be 10 pounds of alfalfa hay and 3 pounds of barley per day per animal. 
It costs about $1.10 per hundred pounds. 
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periments as well as transport 
these animals about 10 miles at 
the beginning and end of each 
grazing period. If the planting of 
crested wheatgrass was well es-
tablished over the soil bank period 
and prices and costs were as be-
fore, he would realize net returns 
of about $1,363 a year. 
A 20 bushel per acre wheat crop 
on half of 100 acres at $1.80 per 
bushel would net about $825 less 
than grazing the entire area. How-
ever, wheat would net more if 1) 
prices, yields, and costs stayed as 
above except wheat yields rose 
above 29 bushels per acre, 2 ) 
wheat prices rose above $2.63 per 
bushel, 3) wheat production costs 
dropped below $8.74 per acre, 4) 
yearling cattle sold for less than 
$0.184 per pound, or 5) fall cows 
sold for less than $0.105 per pound. 
Of course, combinations of factors 
could also change to favor either 
wheat or cattle. 
Since price of cattle fluctuates, 
there may be some advantage in 
working out an agreement with a 
large cattle operator to furnish the 
cattle and pay for the gain put 
on by the operator owning the 
grass. 
Alternative 3: Suppose a farmer 
had a good cover on 100 acres of 
his former soil bank lands, and he 
wanted to lease the forage. If he 
could get $3.50 per A UM, his 73 
A UM' s of forage would return him 
about $255 per year. Substracting 
out water and fence costs ($83 per 
100 acres) would leave him $172 
per year. Given the price-yield-
cost relations above, wheat pro-
duction would be more profitable 
unless 1) wheat yields fell below 
16 bushels per acre, 2) wheat 
prices fell below $1.43 per bushel, 
3) wheat costs rose above $32.56 
per acre, or 4) lease fees rose 
above $7.37 per AUM. 
BETIER VENISON 
(Continued from page 68) 
most sensitive to decrease as the 
meat was cooked longer. 
Flavor combinations 
Chops, steaks, roasts, ground 
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venison, and stew meat were used 
in various venison dishes. Recipes 
were chosen which would give a 
broad selection of flavors and a 
variety of methods in preparation. 
In all dishes the venison combined 
with other flavors effectively. Rec-
ipes using beef, pork, or veal were 
adapted successfully to use of 
venison. Acceptability was greater 
when the meat was cooked to a 
medium stage of doneness. Moist 
heat methods produced meat that 
was much more tender. 
How the tests were made 
In these studies tenderness tests 
were made on the Wamer-Bratz-
ler shearing machine and on the 
Orchard Press. A panel of nine 
judges scored samples of meat for 
tenderness, texture, juiciness, and 
flavor on a scale from 1 to 9. A 
high score showed the best ac-
ceptability. Juiciness was deter-
mined on the succulometer by the 
amount of juice it was possible to 
express from a sample. Rancidity 
was measured by change in perox-
ide value. 
SNOW SURVEY 
(Continued from page 67) 
ing particular groups of days, 
weeks or months, usually in early 
fall or late spring, accumulated 
temperatures for similar units of 
time, and soil moisture at selected 
stations. 
Current developments in 
streamflow forecasting at USU 
The advent of high speed com-
puting machines now makes it 
practical to include many more 
factors in the prediction formulas. 
For example, the forecasting equa-
tions recently developed for the 
Logan River contain 22 independ-
ent variables, five characterizing 
antecedent runoff, five characteriz-
ing antecedent precipitation at a 
valley Weather Bureau observation 
station, five characterizing antece-
dent temperatures at a valley 
Weather Bureau observation sta-
tion, and seven, the water content 
of the snow cover at seven snow 
survey courses on the watershed. 
Not only can the total April-Sep-
tember runoff be predicted with 
considerable accuracy, but also the 
expected runoff for each month can 
be predicted with fair accuracy. 
The same techniques developed 
for the Logan River have been ap-
plied to the Blacksmith Fork and 
Beaver Rivers of Utah with im-
provement of accuracy of the fore-
casts. 
Soil moisture, snow water con-
tent, and air temperatures meas-
ured at 6 stations on the Logan 
River watershed indicate that win-
ter snow melt may be considerably 
more in some years than in others. 
This may account for some of the 
error in previous forecasts. Tech-
niques are now being developed to 
permit inclusion of soil moisture 
data in the forecasting relations. 
Value of snow survey data 
In years such as the present, ad-
vance information on impending 
drought can be especially helpful 
to farmers, irrigation companies, 
power companies, and municipali-
ties because early planning and 
action can help avert drought. 
Farmers with poor water rights can 
plant only early maturing crops, 
leaky irrigation structures can be 
repaired, ditches can be lined, al-
ternate sources of water supply can 
be sought. Irrigation companies 
can develop other supplies if avail-
able; they can line canals to con-
serve water, they can repair leaky 
structures, and they can work out 
operation schedules for distribution 
of water which will be fair and 
equitable. Of course, many of these 
water conservation measures would 
be helpful any time, but particu-
larly so in years of drought. 
This year the Utah Power and 
Light Company used steam power 
plants during the nonirrigation sea-
son and permitted water which or-
dinarily would have run into Great 
Salt Lake to be impounded in irri-
gation storage reservoirs. This 
water was sold to irrigation com-
panies to help avert the water 
shortage. Thus, advance informa-
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tion on probable streamflow made 
available by streamflow forecasting 
techniques can be useful in many 
ways in helping to avert severe 
drought. 
Since the program was orig.inally 
initiated by the Utah Agricultural 
Experiment Station, a considerable 
volume of weather information has 
been collected in Utah mountains 
by agencies collaborating in the 
snow survey program. This infor-
mation may eventually serve 
purposes far beyond those of 
streamflow forecasting. These data 
are already being used in hydro-
logic and meteorologic research. In 
these days when weather control is 
an important and far reaching ob-
jective of the great nations, the 
body of information made available 
by the snow surveying program 
may serve national security pur-
poses. 
The mountains are our water 
producing areas. How can we 
manage these areas to increase the 
water yield and still maintain the 
soil cover? The data collected in 
the snow survey program will con-
tribute materially to the answer of 
this important question. 
FARM RESOURCES 
(Continued from page 71) 
of income taxes. However, the 
amount available for family living 
could be reduced greatly depend-
ing on the supply of family labor 
and the extent of farm indebtedness 
and interest. 
Returns for labor and 
management of the operator 
Total labor required on these 
farms ranged from 3,754 to 5,388 
hours. Hired and contract labor 
varied from 542 to 1,388 hours. The 
labor of the operator is limited to 
2,500 hours so that family labor 
was 1,200 to 1,500 hours on these 
farms. 
As farm size gets larger, more 
management is required. But re-
turns to management also increase. 
The smallest farm returns $1.25 per 
hour to the operator for 2,000 hours 
of labor. The other three farms 
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each return $1.25 per hour for 2,500 
hours of operator labor plus $375, 
$1,375, and $2,375, respectively, for 
management. The return for the 
labor and rr.anagement of the 
operator is $2.25 per hour on the 
largest farm. 
Some efficiency factors on 
these farms 
As pointed out earlier, much of 
the investment expense remains 
relatively constant over the size 
range of these farms. It becomes 
protitable, then, to increase acre-
ages and livestock numbers so that 
buildings and equipment can be 
used efticiently. of course, lack of 
capital and other obstacles often 
prevent achievement of the higher 
and more efficient levels of opera-
tions. 
Gross income was around $230 
per acre on all four sizes of farms. 
'fills constancy arose because acre-
age and dairy cow numbers were 
tied closely together by an assump-
tion that all torage would be pro-
duced on the farm. The ratio of 
acreage to cows was about 2.5 to 
1.0. 
Gross income per dollar of invest-
ment ranges from $0.29 on the 
smallest farm to $0.32 on the largest 
farm. Cash expenses as a percent-
age of gross income range from 58 
to 55 percent as farm size increases. 
Investment per dollar of operator 
earnings declined substantially as 
size increased--from $22 to $14 at 
the $2,500 and $5,500 levels. Or 
stated differently, operator earnings 
increased 120 percent while total 
investment increased only 43 per-
cent between these two extremes 
of operator earnings. 
The ratio of operator earnings to 
gross income w'as about the same 
(20 to 22 perct~nt) for the three 
largest income .farms. This ratio 
was only 15 percent on the smallest 
farm. This may lJe attributed pri-
marily to the fact that certain costs 
are the same (fix ed) for each size 
of farm. Tht~l'ef(]l'e, costs are rela-
tively higher on the small farm 
and, in turn, total income needed 
to achieve the specified operator 
earnings is relatively high. 
The gross value of output per 
hour of all labor increased from 
$4.30 to $4.71 as farm size increased. 
The capital investment per hour of 
labor was about the same on all 
farms or nearly $15. The total 
capital investment per acre of irri-
gated land declined from $800 to 
$735 as size increased, another in-
dication of greater efficiency on the 
larger farms in terms of income. 
What a dairy farmer 
could earn 
On the basis of a 40-hour week, 
a farmer could earn a wage for 
his labor of $1.25 per hour on a 
grade A dairy farm of 70 irrigated 
acres and 27 milk cows and 5 per-
cent return on his total investment 
of about $56,000. If he worked an 
average of 48 hours per week and 
had a capital investment of $80,000, 
including 109 acres of irrigated land 
and 43 milk cows, he would earn 
$2.25 per hour for his labor and 
management under the assumptions 
of this study. This income would 
be enhanced substantially for him 
and his family, depending on their 
equity in the farm and the time the 
family worked on the farm. As-
suming no hired or family labor, 
one man would have to work an 
average of 10 to 15 hours every day 
of the year to meet the work re-
quirements on these farms. 
NEW CROPS BUILDING 
(Continued from page 58) 
ture will be essentially completed 
when a third greenhouse is added 
and several plant growth cham-
bers are installed. It is anticipated 
that the total investment will be 
between $750,000 and $800,000. 
The main building is 170 x 40 
feet and has three floors with 20,-
400 square feet of floor space. 
There are ten offices and six lab-
oratories on the main floor and 
fourteen offices and nine labora-
tories on the second floor. A large 
work area on the main floor is 
available for greenhouses. In addi-
tion to the machinery and furnaces, 
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the basement has a large cold 
storage room, dark room, transfer 
room, conference room, storag 
room, growth chamb r, and four 
laboratories. 
The support building is 160 x 
27% feet in size and has a 30 x 20 
foot soil st rilizer room attached to 
the east end. This facility has room 
for a limited amount of automobile 
torage. As it can be heated, it will 
be used for res arch work and 
storage as needed. 
The two greenhous s 130 x 32 
feet in size, each has five 26 x 32 
foot sections equipped for um-
mer cooling. 
DISEASE RESISTANCE IN TURKEYS 
(Continued from page 75) 
is still lowest in strain 4 with 
strain 7 also low. Strains 4 and 7 
are lowest for all three diseases 
while strain 5 i highest for all 
three. Strain 5 mated pure has a 
high of 11.3 percent for sinusitis 
and drops to 1.7 percent among 
cross-strain matings. Strain 9 sires 
again do poorly when mated to 
all strains of females; however, 
strain 9 sires mated solely to 
strains 9 and 1 f males show some 
increase in mortality (4.9 percent). 
This is nicely explained by the 
fact that strains 9 and 1 are close-
ly related genetically, giving an 
inbreeding effect. The same pat-
tern is repeated with cross strain 
research reports 
Sheep losses from halgeton 
poisoning prevented by 
using dicalcium phosphate 
SHEEP losses cau ed by eating halogeton can be prevented 
by use of dicalcium phosphate, 
a common feed supplement. Alfalfa 
pellets containing 5 percent di-
calcium phosphate can be fed to 
protect the h ep against the 
poisonous oxalate in th w d. 
Halogeton may contain from 8 
to 30 percent oxalates which may 
kill sheep in 9 to 11 how's by 
depleting blood serum of its cal-
cium content or by forming oxa-
late crystals in the kidneys. 
Apparently dicalcium phosphate 
ties up the oxalates in tll intes-
tinal tract or is readily absorbed 
by the blood to replace calcium 
removed by the poi on. 
This finding is a result of th 
research conducted under the di-
rection of Dr. Wayne Binns of 
the Agricultural Research Service 
working cooperatively with the 
Utah Station. Other feed additives 
tried experimentally at Logan as 
possible preventives against halo-
geton poisoning were steamed 
bonemeal defluorinated rock phos-
phate, and monosodium phosphate. 
Bonemeal, normally used as a 
source of calcium in feed, appeared 
to make the animals more suscep-
tible to the poison, because sheep 
getting this supplement died in 3 
to 7 hours. Defluorinated rock 
phosphate and monosodium phos-
phate failed to prevent death of 
the sheep fed halogeton. 
Poisonous weed causes 
'monkey-faced' deformity 
in lambs 
A poisonous weed, California fal e h II bore ( Veratrum 
californicum) , when eaten by ewes 
shortly after conoeption causes de-
formed or "monkey-faced" lambs. 
The finding that the weed, which 
is relished by sheep, causes this 
malformation resulted from re-
search by Dr. Wayne Binns of 
USDA's Agricultural Research 
sires 7 x 1. Here the mortality is 
6.2 percent when 7 x 1 sires are 
mated to all female strains, but 
jumps to 11.9 percent when mated 
to only strains 9 and 1, then drops 
to a low 2.9 percent by eliminat-
ing strain 9 and 1 females. 
These three figures show rather 
well the high susceptibility of 
strain 5 and the relatively good 
resistance of strain 4. Intermediate 
responses of strains 7 and 9 are less 
attractive although they do repre-
sent the median classes generally 
encountered in quantitative inheri-
tance of this type. It would be 
expected that even greater strain 
differences could be realized under 
a deliberate selection program with 
controlled pathogenic challenges to 
identify weak and strong genetic 
types. 
Service in cooperation with the 
U. S. Forest Service and the Utah 
and Idaho Agricultural Experi-
ment Stations. 
Newly-bred ewes were grazed 
on several separate ranges llfested 
with the weed in experiments con-
ducted near Areo, Idaho. Of the 
41 ewes that conceived, 13 bore 
«monkey-faced" lambs. The scien-
tists believe that the fetus is af-
fected within 7 to 17 days after 
conception. In drylot feeding ex-
periments, deformed lambs re-
sulted when ewes were fed the 
weed during the first 30 days after 
conception. 
These experiments suggest that 
the toxicity of false hellebore to 
lamb embryos depends upon such 
factors as soil and water condi-
tion ) the altitude at which the 
plant grows, and its stage of de-
velopment when eaten by the ewes. 
The exact conditions required are 
not known. 
Deformed lambs develop only 
after ewes have grazed on certain 
high-altitude summer ranges dur-
ing the breeding season that starts 
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about Aug. 10. The deformity has 
been known to occur for the past 
50 to 60 years only in parts of 
southeastern Idaho, although the 
weed also grows on ranges in Utah, 
Wyoming, and Colorado. The con-
dition, which causes losses to sheep 
producers of $15,000 to $75,000 
each year, has never been found 
in sheep bred outside these areas. 
This malformation affects only 
the heads of lambs. A slightly de-
formed upper jaw may be the only 
indication of the conditions, but 
in extreme cases - called complete 
cyclops - lambs may have only a 
single eye in the center of their 
heads. Monkey-faced lambs born 
alive are killed by sheepm n be-
cause the lambs have trouble nur -
ing. 
Prolonged gestation, in which 
lambs grow to excessive size in the 
wes, is another condition often 
associated with consumption of 
the pois nous weed. Lambs, dur-
ing long gestation, can becom 
two to four times normal birth 
size, are always severely deformed, 
and cause ewes to die. 
Alfalfa seed germination 
increased by exposure 
to electric energy 
BRIEF exposure to radio frequen-cy (r-f) electric energy in-
creased germination of alfalfa seed 
35 percent in laboratory studies 
conducted by USDA scientists at 
the University of Nebraska. They 
found that 95 percent of alfalfa 
seed containing a high proportion 
of hard seed germinated after be-
ing treated 28 seconds with r-f 
energy at a frequency of 39 mega-
cycles per second and a field in-
tensity of 3,000 volts per inch. Only 
60 percent of id ntical untreated 
seed germinated. 
Storing the treated seed for two 
years did not change its acquired 
ability to germinate. 
Smaller germination increases 
were also observed in other le-
gumes. Expo ure to r-f increased 
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germination of red clover from 
74 to 86 percent. 
Scientists have not yet learned 
whether germination due to r-f 
treatment results from chemical or 
physical changes in the seed or 
from both. Exposure to r-f heats 
seeds and chemically changes th 
sugars of certain varieties. Ex-
posure also increases the capacity 
of some hard seeds to absorb wa-
t r, which s ems t b a likely 
cause of increased germination. 
Unusual softening and 
discoloration of 
Montmorency cherries 
A FRUIT processor reports that the cherries from four or-
chards were graded in his plant 
as fancy (high quality) by the 
state inspector. However, when 
these cherries were soaked in wa-
t r, a a regular practice in the 
processing industry, in an attempt 
to firm them and to facilitate pit-
ting, they became progressively 
more colorless in a few hours and 
in the process of pitting they be-
came soft and subsequently turned 
brown. The frozen product graded 
poor. This rapid change from ex-
cellent to poor quality took place 
within 2 to 8 hours. Similar drastic 
changes were evidenced in cherries 
harvested from one other orchard. 
When these cherries w re soaked 
in tap water for a few hours the 
pits were at the bottom of the 
tank and the brown flesh and the 
skin were floating at the top. 
In an attempt to inhibit the 
oftening of the cherries they were 
treated with calcium chloride and 
alum. To inhibit browning they 
were treated with ascorbic acid. It 
was thought that this softening, de-
oloration, and subsequent discol-
oration might be the result of 
microbial growth; hence, the cher-
ries w re treated with D.H.A-S 
and potassium sorbate. No bene-
ficial ffects of th s chemicals 
singularly as well as cumulatively 
were evidenced. 
The malady was discussed with 
several experienced growers, pro-
fessors, faculty members at the 
Utah State University, Dr. John 
Brekke, food technologist at the 
Western Utilization Research Lab-
oratory, Albany, California, and 
Dr. Charles Bedford, professor of 
food technology, Michigan State 
University, East Lansing. 
Se ral of th m thought that the 
malady might be due to the sprink-
I r irrigation which might have 
done physical damage to the fruits 
and such damage might be acceler-
ated by soaking. Others thought 
that the damage might be due to 
the high fertility of the soil; how-
ever, these orchards had not been 
fertilized in the last four years. 
Many thought that powdery mil-
dew might be the cause of soften-
ing; however, we were unable to 
find any powdery mildew in the 
orchards. Some thought that the 
age of the orchard might have 
something to do with the condi-
tion of the fruit. Usually tender 
fruits are produced in young or-
chards. Some thought that these 
unusual changes could be due to 
the high temperature (over 100° 
F. ) and dry season just before 
harvest which may have "cooked" 
the tender fruits on the trees and 
upon putting them in cold water 
the biochemical ( enzymatic) re-
actions that are responsible for 
softening and discoloration of 
anthocyanins may have been ac-
celerated. 
We shall appreciate hearing of 
any ideas on or experience with 
this malady and its control. 
-D. K. Salunkhe and 
Amon B. Call, Jr. 
Effects of fluorides in the 
air on human beings 
GROSS histolOgical and chemical studies conducted on 127 
human cases, 18 of which came 
from industrial areas known to 
have elevated fluoride levels in the 
atmosphere and on the vegetation, 
indicate that these levels were not 
responsible for gross or histolOgical 
changes in soft tissues or bones of 
humans. 
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When the U. S. Department of Agriculture 
dairy research herd was moved from Hunt-
ley, Montana, to Logan, David Kopland, who 
had had charge of the herd for thirty years, 
was transferred to Logan. He will continue 
here with the breeding projects begun with 
the herd in Montana. 
POSTMASTER : Please return if unclaimed 
Dr. Melvin J. Anderson, dairy nutritionist, 
Agricultural Research Service, will also work 
with the Department of Dairy Industry. Dr. 
Anderson received his B. S. degree from Utah 
State and earned his Ph. D. at Cornell Univer-
sity. He was on the staff of the University 
of Maine before coming to Logan . 
ADDITIONS TO THE STAFF 
Dr. Jack T. Spence, assistant professor of 
chemistry at USU since 1958, is replacing the 
late Dr. Norman Bauer on the Station staff. 
Dr. Spence received his bachelor's and doctor's 
degrees from the University of Utah and has 
done post-doctoral research at the University 
of Oregon. 
Miss Lois M. Cox was appointed assistant 
editor April 1, 1961. Miss Cox has a B. S. 
degree from the University of California at 
Davis and has had considerable experience in 
technical editing. A third of her time will be 
spent in University research. 
Elmer C. Clark, formerly extension poultryman, 
and recently returned from the University of 
Maryland where he received his M. S. degree, 
is a new addition to the research staH in 
poultry husbandry. Prof. Clark will do re-
search in poultry physiology. 
Dr. J. LaMar Anderson is an addition to the 
staH in pomology. Dr. Anderson took his M. S. 
degree from Utah State in 1955 and his Ph. D. 
from the University of Wisconsin in 1961. 
Dr. John Cary, soil physicist in the Agricultural 
Research Service, will take over part of the 
research of Dr. Sterling Taylor. Dr. Taylor is 
on leave for a year on a National Science 
Foundation Grant. He will study and do re-
search at the University of Brussels in Belgium. 
Dr. Cary received his Ph. D. degree from 
Utah State in 1961. 
Other projects of Dr. Taylor will be under-
taken by Gaylen Ashcroft, assistant professor 
of soil physics. Mr. Ashcroft is a graduate 
of USU in soil physic.s and is completing 
the requirements for the doctorate at Oregon 
State University. 
Jack Keller, assistant professor of irrigation 
engineering, will take the position on the re-
search staH formerly held by Jay M. Bagley 
who has transferred to the Engineering Ex-
periment Station. Prof. Keller, who came to 
Utah State in 1960, received his B. S. degree 
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from the University of Colorado and his M. S. 
degree from Colorado State University. 
Dr. Willy J. Derksen is a new assistant pro-
fessor of agricultural climatology. Dr. Dirk-
sen received his education in Holland and 
holds the Drs. degree from the University 
of Amsterdam. He has worked for five years 
at the Netherlands agricultural university at 
Wageningen. His research at USU will be in 
the area of microclimatology. 
Dr. Johannes Storz has been appointed assist-
ant professor of veterinary science effective 
October 1. Dr. Storz is a native of Schramberg, 
Germany, and received his veterinary training 
in that country. After practicing for a year he 
came to the University of California where he 
received his Ph. D. degree in 1961. 
• 
Articles printed in Farm and Home Science 
may be reprinted if credit is given to the 
author, the Utah State University, and to 
Farm and Home Science. Copies of photo-
graphs used in many of the articles may be 
supplied at cost. 
• 
NEW PUBLICATION 
Spec. Rep. 15. Evaporative drying of por-
ous media, C. L. Wiegand and S. A. 
Taylor. Department of Agronomy. 32 p. 
This publication is a review of literature 
on the subject of evaporative drying 
with special reference to soils. 
Single copies of this publication will be 
sent free on request to the Utah Agricul-
tural Experiment Station, Logan. 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO RESEARCH 
May 1 to August 1, 1961 
United States Steel 
Columbia Geneva Division 
$25,000 for fluorine studies 
$ 3,500 for fertilizer studies 
James G. Boswell Foundation 
Utah Power and Light Company 
Telluride Power Company 
California Pacific Utilities 
Hess and Clork 
Turkey Marketing Board 
Shell Oil Company 
StauHer Chemical Company 
Ogden Grain Exchange 
California Chemical Company 
Campbell Soup Company 
NOPCO Company 
Abbott Laboratorie. 
$10,710 for a study of the function of molyb-
denum in biological nitrate reduction 
$9,225 } 
625 for farm electrification studies 
410 
$5.000 for studies of trlchomonla.i. and 
coccidiosl. 
$2,000 for study of staphlococcosis of turkeys 
$1,:: } for insecticide studies 
$1,200 for wheat breeding studies 
$1 ,000 for nutritional .tudies with .ugar beets 
4 ton. of ammonium nitrate for .tudies on the 
fertilization of range lands 
$1,000 for studies on the cuhure of tomatoes 
$750 for poultry nutritional studies 
$520 for studies on production cosh of turkeys 
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